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FOREWORD

The guidance is directed at those with a responsibility for the safe operation of facilities where petrol is stored and dispensed into vehicle fuel tanks, to enable them to comply with the relevant health & safety legislation; in particular their statutory duties under the Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002 (DSEAR). The guidance is not meant to be prescriptive and alternative methods of controlling the risks of fire and explosion may be followed where these provide an equivalent level of safety. However, if this guidance is followed, site operators will normally be able to demonstrate their compliance with the law.
1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this guidance is to assist site operators (employers) in complying with their obligations under the Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002 (DSEAR)\textsuperscript{[1]} to take appropriate measures to control the risks of fire and explosion arising from the storage and dispensing of petrol.

1) This guidance covers:
   a) The most common fire and explosion hazards associated with the unloading of road tankers, the storage and dispensing of petrol, the commissioning of new and redeveloped filling stations and taking storage tanks and equipment out of use (decommissioning).
   b) How to carry out an assessment to identify and deal with the risks that these activities present; and provides information, advice and examples of good practices on how to manage and control the risks of fires and explosions occurring.

2) This guidance does not cover:
   a) Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) (autogas)*, liquefied natural gas (LNG) and hydrogen. These re-fuelling installations are also covered by DSEAR and you will need to carry out a risk assessment in order to determine the extent of the control measures necessary. The methodology given in this guidance can be followed but will need to be adapted to take account of the hazardous characteristics of the gases concerned and the different technical and engineering aspects of the activities of unloading, storage and dispensing.

   *Other than for dispensing control measures.
   b) The technical/engineering aspects in any detail as this information is adequately covered by the Energy Institute (EI)/APEA joint publication ‘Design, construction, modification, maintenance and decommissioning of filling stations’ (the Blue Book\textsuperscript{[2]}). Site operators will, therefore, need to refer to the Blue Book when following this guidance.
   c) The health risks associated with coming into contact with petrol/petrol vapour.
   d) Environmental issues such as contamination of groundwater, water courses and land.
   e) General fire precautions (means of escape and fire alarms/detection etc.) in buildings associated with the filling station.
2  APPLICABLE LEGISLATION

THE DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES AND EXPLOSIVE ATMOSPHERES REGULATIONS 2002

Main Requirements of DSEAR[1].

1) DSEAR is a set of regulations concerned with protection against the risks from fire, explosion and similar events arising from dangerous substances used or present in the workplace. The regulations apply to employers and the self-employed.

2) The regulations give a detailed definition of a ‘dangerous substance’. The definition includes any substance or preparation, which because of its properties or the way it is used could cause harm to people from fires and explosions. Petroleum-spirit and other automotive fuels such as LPG, LNG and hydrogen fall within the definition of a ‘dangerous substance’.

3) DSEAR imposes a requirement on the operators of petrol filling stations to:
   a) carry out a risk assessment of any work activities involving ‘dangerous substances’;
   b) provide measures to eliminate or reduce risks so far as is reasonably practicable;
   c) provide equipment and procedures to deal with accidents and emergencies;
   d) provide information and training to employees, and
   e) classify places where explosive atmospheres may occur into zones and mark the zones where necessary with a specified ‘EX’ sign at their points of entry.

   Note: With respect to the dispensing areas of retail petrol filling stations, it should not be necessary to display the ‘EX’ sign as the customers should be familiar with the precautions to prevent the ignition of petrol vapour from the traditional warning signs on display.

4) DSEAR clarifies the existing requirements to manage fire and explosion risks, which are set out in the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 (MHSWR)[3]; commonly referred to as the Management Regulations.

5) DSEAR is supported by two Approved Codes of Practice (ACoP), which are referred to in this guidance document. You should be aware of the special legal status of ACoPs. See Appendix 5 Glossary of terms.

6) Enforcement of DSEAR is by:
   a) Petroleum Enforcement Authorities (PEA) at retail petrol filling stations (‘dispensing premises’) but only in respect of the storage and dispensing of automotive fuels; e.g. petrol, LPG, LNG and hydrogen.
   b) Petroleum Enforcement Authorities (PEA) at non-retail petrol filling stations (‘dispensing premises’) but only in respect of the storage and dispensing of petrol. At these premises the storage and dispensing of other automotive fuels such as LPG, LNG and hydrogen will be enforced by the authority responsible for enforcing the Health & Safety at Work Act 1974.
   c) Health & Safety Executive (HSE) or local authorities depending on the allocation of premises under the Health and Safety (Enforcing Authority) Regulations 1998. In the main, HSE will enforce at industrial premises and local authorities (Environmental Health Officers) elsewhere e.g. in retail premises including petrol filling stations.
   d) Fire and rescue authorities at all premises subject to DSEAR in relation to general fire precautions such as means of escape etc.
7) Under the provisions of the Petroleum (Consolidation) Regulations 2014 (PCR 2014), it is an offence to keep petrol at a ‘workplace dispensing premises’ without a valid petroleum storage certificate. Petroleum storage certificates (PSC) are granted by the local petroleum enforcement authority (PEA). The PEA can be a county council, a (local) district council or in the metropolitan areas of England, the fire and rescue authority (See section 3 paragraph 1).

The site operator (referred to as ‘the keeper’ in PCR 2014) is required to notify the PEA of any proposed prescribed material changes (PMC) to the dispensing premises. PCA 2014 also imposes prohibitions on the dispensing and supply of petrol.

8) Prescribed material changes

The PMCs listed in Schedule 1 of PCR 2014 are the:
− Cessation of use of one or more of the petrol storage tanks;
− Removal or permanent decommissioning of one or more of the petrol storage tanks;
− Installation of any tank, pipework or vapour pipework associated with the storage and dispensing of petrol, and
− Installation of any petrol pump, any other automotive pump, or dispenser in a new location.

9) Dispensing prohibitions

The dispensing prohibitions imposed on site operators and members of the public by regulation 12 of PCR 2014 are:
− Petrol can only be dispensed for use in a motor vehicle or motor boat, or to fill a suitable portable container, or for the purpose of maintenance or calibration of a dispenser;
− Children <16 are not allowed to operate a dispenser, and
− Petrol must not be supplied to children <16.

10) Guidance on PCR 2014 can be found in the PELG-PETEL No.16* Guidelines on administration and enforcement and the PELG-PETEL No.18* Guidance on prescribed material changes and the validity of a petroleum storage certificate.* To be published

Note: PCR 2014 applies to England, Scotland and Wales; the current applicable legislation in Northern Ireland is the Petroleum (Consolidation) Act (Northern Ireland) 1929

Regulatory Enforcement and Sanctions Act 2008

Primary Authority Partnerships

11) An individual or company that operates more than one petrol filling station within areas where different PEA’s carry out the enforcement, or is linked to other petrol filling stations through a trade association or buying group etc. may wish to enter into a Primary Authority Partnership to help them both to comply to their duties under PCR and to ensure that PCR is enforced consistently across all of the premises that are covered by the partnership. Details may be found on the Regulatory Delivery website: https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/regulatory-delivery.
THE HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ETC ACT 1974 (HSWA) [7]

12) This Act places general duty on employers to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the health and safety and welfare at work of their employees. Employers and the self-employed must likewise ensure that their work activities do not put third parties at risk.

THE MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK REGULATIONS 1999 [3]

13) These regulations apply to all workplaces and place a number of duties on employers. These include:
   a) assessing health and safety risks (taking particular account of risks to young employees under the age of 18);
   b) deciding what measures need to be taken and making arrangements to implement them;
   c) appointing somebody competent to help comply with legal obligations; this could be an employee or someone from another organisation;
   d) providing health and safety information for employees and other workers, such as contractors, who may work on the site, for example to carry out maintenance;
   e) providing health and safety training for employees;
   f) having arrangements to deal with serious and imminent danger, and
   g) co-operating in health and safety matters with other employers who may share the premises.

THE REPORTING OF INJURIES, DISEASES AND DANGEROUS OCCURRENCES REGULATIONS 1995 (RIDDOR) [8]

14) RIDDOR requires the reporting of the following kinds of work-related accidents, diseases and dangerous occurrences:
   - An employee or self-employed person working on your premises suffers a major injury or is killed, or a member of the public is seriously injured or killed.
   - An employee or self-employed person working on your site suffers an injury, which results in them being away from work or unable to do their normal work for more than three days.
   - Certain dangerous occurrences must also be reported to the enforcing authority, the most relevant to a petrol filling station would be the sudden, unintentional and uncontrolled release of more than 500 litres of petrol.
   - Fire or explosion, which results in the stoppage or suspension of normal work activities for more than 24 hours.

Note: Where the incident involves petrol at a ‘dispensing premises’, there is no requirement to notify the PEA; however, it would be courteous on the part of the site operator to do so.

THE ELECTRICITY AT WORK REGULATIONS 1989 [9]

15) These place duties on employers and employees in respect of the operation, use and maintenance of electrical equipment. They also require electrical equipment, which
is exposed to any flammable or explosive substance, including flammable liquids or vapour such as petrol, to be constructed or protected so as to prevent danger. The Regulations prohibit electrical work from being carried out other than by competent persons. HSE’s Memorandum of guidance on the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 gives guidance on the practical application of the regulations.

THE CONSTRUCTION (DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT) REGULATIONS 2015 (CDM)

16) These regulations update the earlier CDM Regulations 1994 and CDM 2007 the former replacing the Construction (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1996. The regulations aim to ensure that the risks to workers and others who may be affected by construction work are minimised by requiring that health, safety and welfare is taken into account and managed through all stages of a construction project. They place legal duties on virtually everyone involved in construction work and define a number of key duty-holders with specific responsibilities. These duty-holders include clients, designers and contractors and for large notifiable projects, involving more than 30 days or 500 person-days of construction work, the client has to appoint the specific roles of principal contractor and CDM coordinator. For all construction work the regulations detail the general management duties that apply to the project and specify the requirements for a range of individual activities or issues. These include site access, security, stability of structures, demolition, excavations, vehicle movements, prevention of fire, fire-fighting, emergency procedures, lighting and weather protection. Additional requirements and duties apply to notifiable projects. Practical advice and guidance on the provisions of these regulations is contained in an Approved Code of Practice L153. Further advice on identifying hazards and controlling risks during construction activities and how to work safely at heights is contained in the HSE guidance document HSG150.

THE REGULATORY REFORM (FIRE SAFETY) ORDER 2005 (RRO), THE FIRE (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 (FSA) AND THE FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICES (NORTHERN IRELAND) ORDER 2006

17) The Regulatory Reform Order (RRO) applies in England and Wales and equivalent duties are implemented in Scotland by the Fire (Scotland) Act (FSA) and in Northern Ireland by the Fire and Rescue Services (Northern Ireland) Order 2006 (NIFRSO). They cover general fire precautions and other fire safety duties that are needed to protect ‘relevant persons’ in case of fire in and around most types of ‘premises’. The RRO requires general fire precautions to be put in place ‘where necessary’ and to the extent that it is reasonable and practicable in the circumstances of the case.

18) The duty for complying with RRO/FSA/NIFRSO rests with the ‘responsible person’. In a workplace, this is the employer and any other person who may have control of any part of the premises, e.g. the occupier or owner. In all other premises the person or people in control of the premises will be responsible. If there is more than one responsible person in any type of premises (e.g. a multi-occupied complex), all must take all reasonable steps to co-operate and coordinate with each other.

19) If you are the responsible person you must carry out a fire risk assessment that must focus on the safety in case of fire of all ‘relevant persons’. It should pay particular
attention to those at special risk, such as disabled people, those who you know have special needs and young persons, and must include consideration of any dangerous substance liable to be on the premises.

20) Your fire risk assessment will help you identify risks that can be removed or reduced and to decide the nature and extent of the general fire precautions you need to take.

The following is a list of some other fire safety duties you will need to comply with:

a) You must appoint one or more competent persons, depending on the size and use of your premises, to carry out any of the preventive and protective measures required by RRO/FSA/NIFRSO (you can nominate yourself for this purpose). A competent person is someone with enough training and experience or knowledge and other qualities to be able to implement these measures properly.

b) You must provide your employees with clear and relevant information on the risks to them identified by the fire risk assessment, about the measures you have taken to prevent fires, and how these measures will protect them if a fire breaks out.

c) You must consult your employees (or their elected representatives) about nominating people to carry out particular roles in connection with fire safety and about proposals for improving the fire precautions.

d) You must, before you employ a child (under 16), provide a parent with clear and relevant information on the risks to that child identified by the risk assessment, the measures you have put in place to prevent/protect them from fire and inform any other responsible person of any risks to that child arising from their undertaking. See paragraph 29 of section 8.5 regarding the age restriction requirements imposed by PCR 2014.

e) You must, before you employ a young person, carry out a risk assessment which takes certain matters into account regarding their inexperience and immaturity, layout of the premises, exposure to chemical agents, use of work equipment, risks from process activities, the extent of safety training.

f) You must inform non-employees, such as temporary or contract workers, of the relevant risks to them, and provide them with information about who are the nominated competent persons, and about the fire safety procedures for the premises. You must co-operate and co-ordinate with other responsible persons who also have premises in the building, inform them of any significant risks you find and how you will seek to reduce/control those risks that might affect the safety of their employees.

g) You must provide the employer of any person from an outside organisation who is working in your premises (e.g. an agency providing temporary staff) with clear and relevant information on the risks to those employees and the preventive and protective measures taken. You must also provide those employees with appropriate instructions and relevant information about the risks to them.

h) If you are not the employer but have any control of premises which contain more than one workplace, you are also responsible for ensuring that the requirements of RRO/FSA/NIFRSO are complied with in those parts over which you have control.

i) You must consider the presence of any dangerous substances and the risk this presents to relevant persons from fire.

j) You must establish a suitable means of contacting the emergency services and provide them with any relevant information about dangerous substances.

k) You must provide appropriate information, instruction and training to your employees, during their normal working hours, about the fire precautions in your workplace, when they start working for you, and from time to time throughout the period they work for you.
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1) You must ensure that the premises and any equipment provided in connection with fire-fighting, fire detection and warning, or emergency routes and exits are covered by a suitable system of maintenance and are maintained by a competent person in an efficient state, in efficient working order and in good repair.

2) Your employees must co-operate with you to ensure the workplace is safe from fire and its effects, and must not do anything that will place themselves or other people at risk.

21) The above examples outline some of the main requirements of RRO/FSA/NIFRSO. There is a suite of industry related guides, published by the Department for Communities and Local Government, which provide more detailed information on how you might meet these requirements. The guides can be downloaded from the DCLG website: http://www.firesafetyguides.co.uk/

22) The enforcing authority for the RRO/FSA/NIFRSO at industrial, retail and commercial premises (including petrol filling stations) is the local fire and rescue authority in England and Wales, in Scotland it is the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service and in Northern Ireland it is the Northern Ireland Fire and Rescue Service.

Groundwater Protection


23) Under the provisions of this environmental protection legislation, it is an offence to cause or permit any poisonous, noxious or polluting substances to enter any 'controlled waters'. Groundwater, for example, is a controlled water that is held within the rocks and soils in underground strata. It is an important source of water that supplies millions of homes and businesses and is often of a greater purity than water from rivers.

Note: This Act is not applicable to Scotland.

Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2010


25) These regulations aim to protect groundwater from pollution by a range of substances including petrol and diesel. Pollution of groundwater is an offence under the Water Resources Act, (see 19).


27) EPR2010 replaces the offences under previous Regulations and the Water Resources Act 1991 for the discharge of pollutants without a permit. Anything defined as a groundwater activity now requires either an environmental permit or must be an exempt groundwater activity.
28) In England staff from the Environment Agency (EA) can visit operators and help them with pollution prevention advice; the EA can be contacted on 03708 506 506. Natural Resources Wales (NRW) provide the same service in Wales; NRW can be contacted on 0300 065 3000.

More advice on groundwater protection is available in the Environment Agency’s *Groundwater protection principles and practice GP3*.[16]

29) The directive takes a holistic approach to management and protection of the water environment. It will progressively change the way water including groundwater is protected from hazardous substances such as petrol and diesel. More information is available at: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/water-framework/index_en.html.

30) Pollution is defined in WFD as ‘the direct or indirect introduction, as a result of human activity, of substances or heat into the air water or land which may be harmful to human health or the quality of aquatic ecosystems or terrestrial ecosystems directly depending on aquatic ecosystems, which result in damage to material property, or which impair or interfere with amenities and other legitimate uses of the environment’.

31) The Water Framework Directive (WFD) establishes an integrated approach to the protection, improvement and sustainable use of Europe’s surface waters and groundwater. It provides a framework in the form of a river basin planning system with the aim of:

- preventing further deterioration of and protecting and enhancing aquatic ecosystems and other water dependent ecosystems;
- promoting sustainable water use based on long term protection of water resources;
- progressively reducing the releases to the aquatic environment of priority substances and the phasing out of releases of priority hazardous substances;
- ensuring the progressive reduction of pollution of groundwater and prevent its further pollution, and
- contributing to mitigating the effects of floods and droughts.

The Environment Agency is the competent authority for implementing the WFD in England. In Wales the competent authority for implementing the WFD is Natural Resources Wales.

32) The Water Environment (Controlled Activities)(Scotland) Regulations 2011 require that controlled activities be subject to authorisation. This includes surface water drainage systems which should be designed in accordance with the relevant general being rules. The Water Environment (Controlled Activities) (Scotland) Regulations 2011 (as amended) *A practical guide*[17] provides more details.
PEA INSPECTORS AND THE LAW

WHO ENFORCES THE PETROLEUM (CONSOLIDATION) REGULATIONS 2014 (PCR 2014) AT 'DISPENSING PREMISES' (PETROL FILLING STATIONS)?

1) The local PEA appoints inspectors to enforce the PCR 2014 and the DSEAR at premises falling within the definition of a ‘workplace dispensing premises’. The PEAs are:

   In England:
   - Fire and rescue authorities in Greater London and the metropolitan counties;
   - county councils in non-metropolitan counties, and may include district borough, city or unitary councils, and
   - the council for the Isles of Scilly.

   In Wales: County council or county borough council.

   In Scotland: the council constituted under section 2 of the Local Government etc (Scotland) Act 1994.

   Note: All other health and safety legislation, e.g. the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974, the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 and the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989, are enforced by the district council Environmental Health Officer and in some cases Inspectors from the HSE.

WHAT WILL PEA INSPECTORS DO?

2) Their responsibility is to ensure that you are doing what the law (DSEAR and PCR 2014) requires. They will check to see how you manage fire and explosion risks. They will provide advice, may require improvements to be made, and will enforce the law when needed. They will also investigate incidents and complaints in connection with the petrol installation.

3) For new petrol stations or those subject to PMCs, inspectors will decide whether the PEA should grant or issue a new PSC, and discuss any further action you may need to take to ensure safety. Inspectors may also liaise with the local planning department and where the PEA is not the authority responsible for enforcing HSWA, liaise with the local authority environmental health department.

4) Once a petrol station is operational (i.e. storing and dispensing petrol), inspectors may visit unannounced. You are entitled to see their identification before letting them look around. Remember they are also there to give help and advice. You may want to talk to an inspector before carrying out any planned changes to your site.

5) If inspectors find problems, they will deal with you in a reasonable and fair way. Inspectors will explain to you or your representative anything you need to do to address the problems.

WHAT POWERS DO INSPECTORS HAVE?

6) Inspectors have extensive powers, which include the right to enter your premises, talk to employees and safety representatives and take photographs and samples. If they consider there is a problem at a petrol station, they can:
a) Give advice or guidance on how to address the problem, this will always be confirmed by the Inspector in writing.
b) Issue a notice, which requires improvements to be made where the law has been breached.
c) Issue a prohibition notice which stops a process or the use of dangerous equipment where a risk of serious personal injury exists.
d) Recommend to the PEA that an application for PSC is refused.

7) Before an inspector issues an improvement or prohibition notice, he/she will explain and discuss the item(s) of non-compliance with yourself or your representative. If you receive an improvement or prohibition notice you have the right to appeal to an industrial tribunal.

8) Inspectors can prosecute a business or, under certain circumstances, an individual for breaking health and safety law, but they will take your attitude, management and safety record into account before taking such action.

WHAT RIGHTS DO I HAVE?

9) If your application for the grant of a PSC is refused, you can appeal to the Secretary of State at the Department of Work & Pensions at: Health and Safety Sponsorship Team, 2nd Floor Caxton House, Tothill Street, London, SW1H 9NA.

10) If an inspector tells you to do something, he/she will always confirm in writing what needs to be done and give a time period for the work to be completed.

11) When an inspector issues an improvement notice or a prohibition notice, you will be told in writing about your right of appeal to an industrial tribunal and be given an appeal form. You will also be given a leaflet explaining:
   e) how to appeal;
   f) where and within what time period an appeal may be brought;
   g) that an appeal may be brought on any grounds, and
   h) that any action required by an improvement notice is suspended while the appeal is pending.

PEA Enforcement policies and procedures

12) The Regulators’ Code is a statutory code of practice intended to encourage regulators to achieve their objectives in a way that minimises the burdens on business. The purpose of the code is to embed a risk-based, proportionate, targeted and flexible approach to regulatory inspection and enforcement among the regulators to which it applies. This approach will ensure that regulators are efficient and effective in their work, without imposing unnecessary burdens on those they regulate.

13) PEAs must have regard to the Regulators’ Code when developing policies and procedures that guide their enforcement activities.

14) In complying with the Code, PEAs should publish a set of clear service standards, setting out what those they regulate should expect from them.

The PEA’s published service standards should include clear information on:
   a) how they communicate with those they regulate and how they can be contacted;
   b) their approach to providing information, guidance and advice;
   c) their approach to checks on compliance including details of the risk assessment framework used to target those checks as well as protocols for their conduct, clearly setting out what those they regulate should expect;
d) their enforcement policy, explaining how they respond to non-compliance;
e) their fees and charges, if any. This information should clearly explain the basis on which these are calculated, and should include an explanation of whether compliance will affect fees and charges, and
f) how to comment or complain about the service provided and routes to appeal.

15) The statutory National Local Authority Enforcement Code came into force on May 2013, the Code introduces a ‘risk based approach’ to health and safety interventions (inspections). The Code concentrates on the following objectives:
− clarifying the roles and responsibilities of business, regulators and professional bodies;
− outlining a risk based regulatory approach for Local Authorities (LAs) to follow;
− detailing the need for training and competence of regulators, and
− explaining the arrangements for the collection and publication of LA data.

16) The Code does not apply to premises/sites that are subject to a permissioning regime such as retail filling stations where a petrol storage certificate is in force. However, it is expected that PEAs will follow the spirit of the Code in the enforcement of DSEAR and PCR.

17) Enforcing authorities are required to take a proportionate and consistent approach to intervention and enforcement. Low risk businesses who feel that they are being targeted unreasonably, or have received unreasonable or disproportionate advice are able to complain to the Independent Regulatory Challenge Panel. The Panel will consider the matter; however, its role is only advisory. If businesses are not satisfied with the outcome, depending on who is the enforcement authority, their complaint can be forwarded to the chief executive of the HSE or the relevant LA, PEA or other local government figures.

18) Further details can be found in the Health and Safety Commission’s free publication: *What to expect when a health and safety inspector calls*.

COMPETENCE OF INSPECTORS

19) PEA’s have a statutory duty to enforce the PCR 2014 and DSEAR. To discharge this duty they may appoint suitably qualified inspectors under Section 19 of the Health and Safety at Work etc. 1974, empowering them to carry out their duties under Section 20 of the Act. The Regulatory Delivery (formerly known as The Better Regulation Delivery Office) in conjunction with PELG has produced a module covering ‘petroleum’ within their *Regulators development needs analysis* tool, http://rdna-tool.bis.gov.uk/ The system can be used by both employers and employees to ascertain the level of knowledge, expertise and hence competence attained in this field of enforcement.
4  TRAINING

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR TRAINING?

1) If you are an employer, the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999[3], and the DSEAR[1], say that you must provide training when employees are recruited, repeat it periodically, and provide further training when changes occur.

2) Employees must use all work items provided by their employer in a safe way and in accordance with the training and instructions they receive.

WHY IS TRAINING IMPORTANT?

3) Training is vital in helping to prevent incidents and minimising the consequences if they do happen. Never presume that employees know and understand what to do; positive instruction and training are needed.

4) Employees need to know exactly what their duties are in both normal and emergency situations. They need to learn how to identify potentially dangerous situations and know what to do to prevent incidents developing.

DO ALL EMPLOYEES NEED THE SAME TRAINING?

5) No. Employees need the right amount of training to enable them to perform their work safely. Take account of their capabilities, their existing level of training and experience, and provide additional training where it is needed. Involve and consult your employees and a safety representative if there is one. They will know about hazards and risks occurring in everyday situations. Cater also for unusual occurrences, such as a vehicle breakdown on the forecourt, which causes an obstruction.

6) Think about when you should provide training and what it should cover. You must provide training when:
   a) you recruit a new employee; previous experience or formal qualifications do not mean that new employees do not need any training;
   b) you introduce new ways of working, new equipment or new technology;
   c) an employee moves to a new job or takes on different responsibilities, and
   d) performance is unsatisfactory and refresher training is needed.

7) Decide what the training should cover. Table 8 in Appendix 2 gives examples of the type of training that may be needed. Use your risk assessment to help identify what is appropriate for each person because employees with particular responsibilities will need specific training.

8) For example, the training of two forecourt controllers prevented serious injury to a customer when the dispenser hose suddenly burst and drenched her in petrol. The controllers immediately operated the emergency ‘petrol pump switch’ to stop the flow of petrol from the burst hose, closed the site and then provided the customer with a change of clothing (disposable cover-all suit) and changing/washing facilities.

9) People responsible for receiving petrol deliveries need to know how to prepare for a delivery and what to do during and after offloading. Employees who manage or
check wetstock should be trained in the proper procedures and what to do if there are any unexplained losses. Staff at retail petrol stations need to know how to isolate the flow of petrol in the event of an emergency, give special attention to employees who cover or deputise for others and ensure they receive sufficient training to carry out different or additional duties.

HOW SHOULD I CARRY OUT THE TRAINING?

10) Health and safety training must take place during working hours. You should not expect or ask people to use their own time. However, you are free to decide how it should be carried out.

11) Ensure that all information, instruction and training is understood by those who receive it. You will have to decide whether you are competent to give the training or whether you need help. This could be from one of your own staff who has the necessary experience, or someone from an outside organisation, for example, a training or industry organisation. Whoever you chose to carry out the training, remember you are responsible for ensuring your employees receive appropriate training related to their duties and the risks at the petrol station.

12) Carry out refresher training or practice exercises periodically. This is particularly important where skills are not regularly used, such as emergency procedures.

WHAT TRAINING RECORDS SHOULD I KEEP?

13) It is good practice to ask for feedback from staff on the training they have received and to keep a record of the training, qualifications and any results or assessments from supervisory staff.

14) This will help you to decide what duties you can expect each of your employees to perform safely and what additional training they may need. The quality of training and the associated records are useful in assessing the competence of your supervisory staff.
5 HAZARDS FROM PETROL

TYPICAL PROPERTIES

1) Petrol is a mixture of many organic substances and presents fire, explosion, health and environmental hazards. Its precise physical properties can vary depending on source, product specification and additives.

FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS

2) Petrol is a volatile liquid, which gives off flammable vapour at very low temperature, down to about minus 40 °C. This vapour, when mixed with air in certain proportions, forms a highly flammable atmosphere, which can burn or explode if ignited. A mixture containing about 1 % – 8 % of petrol vapour in air is flammable.

3) Petrol vapour is heavier than air. It does not disperse easily in still air conditions and tends to sink to the lowest level within its surroundings. It may accumulate in tanks, cavities, drains, pits or other depressions. Accumulations of vapour in enclosed spaces or other poorly ventilated areas can persist for a long time, even where there is no longer any visible sign of the liquid itself.

4) Flammable vapours will be released when petrol is handled, or transferred between storage tanks and containers [without the provision of vapour emission control equipment], and whenever petrol is spilt or exposed to the air. A flammable atmosphere may exist above the liquid in tanks containing petrol and in those where petrol has been removed. A flammable atmosphere may also occur near clothing or other absorbent materials or substances, which have been contaminated with petrol.

5) Petrol floats on water and, if it is spilt or leaks into the ground, can be carried long distances by watercourses, ducts, drains or groundwater. This can lead to a fire or explosion hazard some distance from where the petrol was actually released.

HEALTH HAZARDS

6) Excessive exposure to petrol vapour can be harmful. Swallowing petrol, or getting it on skin, may pose other health hazards. Exposure should be minimised and this should be taken account of when petrol stations are designed as well as during normal operations. The health risks from petrol should be considered under the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002[20].

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

7) Petrol is poisonous to many living things.

8) Environmental protection requirements, such as that covering drinking water contamination, are increasingly influencing equipment standards, petrol station design and operation. The risk your site presents to the environment should also be assessed; you should contact the relevant environment agency for advice. It makes sense to think about safety and environmental risks at the same time.
9) Safety measures to prevent leaks and spills of petrol will also reduce contamination of the air, land and waterways. Where different standards apply for safety and environmental matters, you will need to apply the higher standard. Take care, however, that environmental protection measures do not compromise safety and vice versa.

10) Advice on how to protect groundwater when storing hydrocarbons (petrol and diesel) in underground tanks can be found in the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs publication *Groundwater protection code: Petrol stations and other fuel dispensing facilities involving underground storage tanks*.¹⁵
6 MANAGING THE RISK

WHAT IS RISK?

1) The words ‘risk’ and ‘hazard’ are given a precise meaning in law and in this guidance.
2) It is impossible to explain what the term ‘risk’ means without first understanding what a ‘hazard’ is. A ‘hazard’ is anything that can cause harm. Risk is the likelihood, great or small, that a person or persons may be harmed by the hazard. Activities involving petrol are potentially hazardous because the vapours given off by the substance are highly flammable and, therefore, easily ignited. In the case of petrol filling stations, the risks arising from petrol and who may be harmed are linked to the activity that is being carried on at the time.
3) The main factors to control are the presence or leaks of petrol and its vapour, and ignition sources. The control of ignition sources can be more difficult, and the potential for an incident greater, at petrol stations which the public use, or where there are other activities on the site. The level of risk can be affected by factors such as:
   a) the frequency and method of delivery of petrol to the site;
   b) the capacity and method of storage;
   c) the number of vehicles passing through the site and dispensing operations taking place;
   d) the number of employees and members of the public regularly on or around the site;
   e) the age and type of the equipment and whether the site is operated on an attendant, attendant self-service or unattended self-service basis;
   f) the siting of the petrol equipment (dispensers, fill points, tanks, pipework etc.) in relation to other activities and fixtures on the site such as a car wash, shop, fast food restaurant, vehicle repair garage or radio-frequency (r.f.) transmitting equipment/mast;
   g) the location of petrol equipment with respect to off-site features, such as proximity to other occupied buildings, underground tunnels, public thoroughfares, basements;
   h) the layout of the site in relation to the manoeuvring of vehicles and the supervision of dispensers;
   i) site-specific factors such as ground conditions and watercourses, and
   j) vandalism.
4) These factors are considered in the key elements of the activities in section 8 of this guidance.

WHAT IS RISK ASSESSMENT?

5) For the purposes of this document, risk assessment means a careful examination of how petrol could cause a fire and explosion. It enables you to decide whether you have already enough precautions in place (control measures) to ensure people’s safety or whether you need to do more. You do not have to remove the risk, in fact it is not possible to have ‘zero’ risk, but you must make sure it is as low as is reasonably practicable.
DO I HAVE TO CARRY OUT A RISK ASSESSMENT?

6) Under DSEAR, employers (including self-employed) must assess the risks from activities involving a dangerous substance (petrol) to employees and anyone else, such as members of the public. The significant findings of the assessment must be recorded if five or more persons are employed. Apart from contributing to the overall safety of the petrol station, this makes good sense and business. DSEAR also requires risk assessments to be reviewed as circumstances change.

Note: You should not overlook your legal obligations to also carry out other risk assessment as required by the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999, the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 in England and Wales, in Scotland the Fire (Scotland) Act 2005 and in Northern Ireland the Fire and Rescue Services (Northern Ireland) Order 2006.

DO ALL PETROL STATIONS HAVE TO TAKE THE SAME SAFETY PRECAUTIONS?

7) No. The chance of an incident and its consequences varies between sites. Similarly, the action needed to prevent incidents will vary. Fire and explosion risks at petrol stations can be managed by:

a) engineering controls/physical safeguards (also known as hardware), such as the installation of an overfill prevention device;

b) management controls, which minimise risk by using systems of work – for example at a site where a tanker has to manoeuvre on site, a system of supervision will reduce the risk of collision and possible spill, or

c) commonly, a combination of both engineering and management controls.

8) Reduction of risk by engineering controls or physical safeguards is a particularly effective way of ensuring people’s safety because these measures are always present and less likely to go wrong. However the time, trouble, financial cost and physical difficulty of installing engineering controls may mean that it is only reasonably practicable to introduce them when a new site is being built or an existing site is being materially changed.

9) Bear in mind that future technological change may result in cheaper engineering controls. Such controls, although previously not reasonably practicable on financial grounds, may then become an option at your existing site.

NEW SITES

10) The employer’s obligations under DSEAR (Regulation 6(8) (Schedule 1 (1)) include ensuring that the workplace is designed, constructed and maintained so as to reduce risk.

11) When a site is being designed and constructed, it should be possible to build in engineering controls so that less reliance is placed on management controls and systems of work. For example, installing double skin tanks with interstitial leak monitoring, and locating the fill points so that a delivery tanker will be able to enter the site, unload, and leave without having to reverse.
EXISTING SITES

12) If you have assessed the risks and decided that your current controls adequately ensure people’s safety, then you might not need to introduce any further measures. However, if you conclude that current controls are inadequate, you must introduce further measures. If the risk is low, the overall costs of introducing engineering controls might be grossly disproportionate, and effective management controls might be enough. However, if the risk is high, you may need to consider engineering controls, regardless of the overall cost. Remember that your ability to pay for additional measures is not a deciding factor as to whether they should be introduced.

13) For example, if a tanker has to reverse or manoeuvre onto or within a site to correctly position itself at the fill points, one or more measures may be necessary to reduce the risk of collision, which could lead to a spill of petrol. You would need to look at the relative costs and the degree of control each option provides. The options could include:
   a) relocating the fill points or obstructions and obstacles (engineering control);
   b) creating new entry points to the site to provide better access (engineering control);
   c) closing the site whilst the tanker is on the site (management control – system of work);
   d) arranging for deliveries to be made during quiet periods when fewer people are on or around the site (management control), or
   e) arranging for a competent member of staff to help the driver manoeuvre the tanker safely (management control – system of work).

HOW DO I CARRY OUT A RISK ASSESSMENT?

14) Identifying hazards is an essential first step. This book helps you to identify the most significant hazards and gives you guidance on how to deal with them. It does not set out specific or prescriptive ways of achieving safety but suggests a general approach, which can be followed at any petrol station.

15) The leaflets produced by the HSE, Managing health and safety: Five steps to success,[21] and ‘five steps to risk assessment’, [22] give further practical guidance. Based on these, the following five steps provide a systematic approach to identifying hazards and managing risks at petrol stations:

   **STEP 1 – IDENTIFY** – take a fresh look at your site and identify where fire and explosion hazards may exist.

   **STEP 2 – CONSIDER** – think about what could go wrong and who could be affected.

   **STEP 3 – EVALUATE** – look at your findings and decide if the precautions you have already taken are enough to prevent anything going wrong or to reduce the consequences if something does happen, or if you need to do more.

   **STEP 4 – RECORD** – make a note of your findings.

   **STEP 5 – REVIEW** – consider when you will next need to review the assessment.
GUIDANCE ON MANAGING THE RISKS OF FIRE AND EXPLOSION

STEP 1 – Look for the areas where a fire or explosion hazard may occur.

16) To identify hazards you need to know about your site, how it operates, its surroundings, and the age, make and type of equipment installed. Employees or safety representatives may be able to help fill in any gaps in your knowledge. The site plan, used when applying for a licence, may also prove useful when carrying out the risk assessment. Looking for areas where petrol vapour may accumulate is a way of determining where vapours may occur and is a legal requirement. The guidance in the following sections of this document will help you to assess the risks associated with key activities and gives examples of how to deal with them.

STEP 2 - Think about what could go wrong and who might be harmed.

17) For each activity, decide whether and how petrol could escape. Think about how much could spill or leak, what route it might take and where it would collect. Look for possible sources of ignition. Take account of human error and the fact that people do not always follow instructions or behave in a responsible way. For example, customers may park badly and obstruct delivery tankers or emergency escape routes. They may also attempt to fill unsuitable containers with petrol, or smoke when filling their cars. Consider all activities including cleaning, maintenance etc., and those, which only take place infrequently. Think about the greatest number of people who could be affected by a fire or explosion. Include those who:
   a) work at the petrol station;
   b) come to the site to buy petrol;
   c) visit the site for other reasons, such as contractors or customers using a forecourt shop or car wash;
   d) occupy adjacent property, and
   e) share and/or operate another business on your site.

18) In each case, think about what could happen or what could go wrong and include the most and least likely events to occur. Include the worst events that could happen and those where you may have no visible sign or warning. Make a written note of your findings and the measures you already have in place to deal with the hazard. This will help you later in the assessment.

STEP 3 – Evaluate your findings and decide whether further precautions are necessary.

19) Have you done all that the law requires to ensure people’s safety? Look at the precautions you already have in place. Although the probability of a particular occurrence may be small, you will need to consider the consequences, if something does go wrong. If the risks are already low enough you should not have to introduce any further measures. But if you conclude that you should do more, you must explore other options for controlling or minimising the risk.

20) No two sites are the same, so it is not possible to provide a straightforward list of what you should do. Seek advice if necessary, and remember that you are responsible for seeing that the risk assessment is adequately done. Some changes, such as relocating vent pipes, may take time to achieve and require interim steps to be taken to minimise the risk.

21) When you have decided what to do and taken the appropriate action, you need to check that the measures work. How you do this will vary according to the nature of the changes you have made.

STEP 4 – Recording the findings.

22) You must keep a record of the significant findings of the risk assessment. The type of information recorded should include:
a) the significant hazards, i.e. those which pose a serious risk to workers or the public whose safety might be affected if something goes wrong; 
b) the people who may be affected; and 
c) existing control measures and the extent to which they control the risk – this need not replicate details more fully described in documents such as manufacturers' instructions, health and safety policy statement or procedures, company rules etc. but you should refer to them if you intend to rely on them.

Note: Although it is only a requirement to record a risk assessment where five or more persons are employed and there are ‘significant findings', it is recommended that a record of the date and result of the risk assessment is made irrespective of the number of persons employed. In this way evidence can be provided to a PEA Inspector that a risk assessment has been carried out. It will also serve as a recorded date on which to programme a periodic review of the assessment.

STEP 5 – Review your assessment.

23) Risk assessment is not a once and for all activity. You need to review your assessment if you suspect that it may no longer be valid or needs to be improved. Any change to the site or the operating procedures could affect the level of risk, so the effect should be assessed and understood. Although individual or small changes may not in themselves affect the assessment, a number of changes together may have a cumulative and significant effect. It is good management practice to plan to review risk assessments at regular intervals – the time between reviews will depend on the nature of the risks, the control measures put in place, and plans for future change.
7 GENERAL OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT

7.1 PETROL LEAKS AND SPILLS

1) Leaks and spills can be caused in a variety of ways. These include failure of tanks or pipework, accidents during offloading, damage to or misuse of dispensers, and dispensing petrol into unsuitable containers. You need to take steps to prevent incidents like these and to identify the source of any or suspected leaks so that corrective action can be taken in good time. Evidence of leaks can come from, for example, monitoring of fuel stocks or excessive petrol odours at or near the petrol station.

2) Petrol is more likely to leak from tanks and pipework if equipment is poorly installed, inadequately maintained, or old. Where the integrity of the storage system cannot be ensured, for example by the provision of secondary containment, it can be augmented in a number of ways such as: wetstock measurement and reconciliation (manual or automatic) or by fitting a leak detection system. Additionally, periodic testing for the presence of water in underground tanks may indicate (through water ingress) a failure in the tank shell, gaskets sealing the tank lid or pipework connections. The method(s) you use will depend on the level of risk at the petrol station. Further information can be found in the Blue Book[2] and PELG-PETEL/09 Leak detection, tanks and pipework testing, storage of petrol[23].

3) Spillages should be cleared up quickly. You can deal with small leaks and spills by applying dry sand or other absorbent materials. Remember that materials used in this way will be contaminated with petrol so make sure they are disposed of safely, if necessary by a hazardous waste disposal specialist. If you intend to store contaminated material prior to disposal, use a safe place like a closed bin or other container, which has been suitably labelled. Treat any other materials contaminated with petrol, such as clothing, rags or soil, in a similar way.

4) Accidents involving employees and customers becoming splashed with petrol are foreseeable events. Incidents where employees are splashed with petrol during road tanker deliveries and customers being sprayed with petrol when dispenser hose couplings suddenly fail can and do occur. The provision of disposable coverall suits and a changing room with washing facilities is a control measure that can be taken to reduce both the health and safety risks arising from wearing clothing that is contaminated with petrol.

5) Further guidance on dealing with spillages when petrol is being unloaded and dispensed is given in sections 8.2 (paragraph 39-42) and 8.5 (paragraphs 20 and 21).

7.2 CONTROL OF IGNITION SOURCES

HAZARDOUS AREA CLASSIFICATION

1) Three ingredients are needed for a fire: a fuel (in this case petrol); oxygen; and a source of ignition. If you control or eliminate any or all of these factors, fire can be prevented. To run a site safely you should know where flammable or explosive concentrations of petrol vapour might occur and keep sources of ignition out of these areas.
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SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS OF DSEAR (REGULATION 7)

2) DSEAR imposes a requirement to classify areas where explosive atmospheres may occur into zones based on their likelihood and persistence. Areas classified into zones must be protected from sources of ignition by selecting equipment and protective systems meeting the requirements of the Equipment and Protective Systems Intended for Use in Potentially Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 1996 (EPS). Note: Equipment in use before July 2003 can continue to be used indefinitely provided the risk assessment shows it is safe to do so.

3) Where necessary, areas classified into zones should be marked with a specified ‘EX’ sign at all entry points. This sign should not be confused with the Ex sign in a hexagon which is marked on equipment built to the requirements of EPS. See paragraph 13.

4) Where employees work in zoned areas, they should be provided with appropriate work clothing that does not create a risk of an electrostatic discharge igniting the explosive atmosphere. In order to comply with this statutory duty, the work (on the forecourt) that staff are employed to undertake in the course of the day-to-day operation of the site or in accordance with the site’s emergency procedure will have to be evaluated. For instance, if the site receives ‘driver assisted deliveries’ and the member of staff assisting the tanker driver is expected to dip the tanks, remove covers to access chambers or remove/replace fill pipe caps, then (like the tanker driver) they should be provided with anti-static footwear. Anti-static weatherproof or outer clothing will not normally be necessary for work activities carried out by forecourt staff provided they do not remove such (ordinary) clothing in any high risk areas.

VERIFICATION

5) Regulation 7.4 of DSEAR requires that before a petrol station is used for the first time, the employer shall ensure that a competent person verifies its overall explosion safely.

6) What parts of the site require verification? Parts of the site that need to be considered during verification are those parts of the site where explosive atmospheres may occur and which have been designated as hazardous areas. It will also be necessary to take into account any equipment or facilities that may give rise to hazardous areas or are needed to limit the extent of any hazardous areas.

7) When should verification be carried out? The main requirement is to carry out verification procedures before a site is put into use, i.e. during commissioning, but as there is an on-going requirement to review the facilities it will also be necessary to verify that any significant changes on the site or any new equipment will not give rise to an unacceptable explosion risk. A like-for-like replacement or repair, however, should not require further verification.

8) What is the purpose of verification? Verification is an assessment of the measures that are needed to ensure that the fire and explosion risks will be properly controlled. It will include consideration of the measures to:
   a) prevent explosive atmospheres forming;
   b) control the fire and explosion risks from explosive atmospheres, and
c) mitigate the effects of a fire or explosion.

9) **What does verification include?** Verification includes an assessment of the design of the petrol station to prevent fire or explosions and checks and tests to show that the completed facility is in accordance with the design standards and specifications. Checks will include:
   
a) inspection of records to show that the storage tanks and all associated product and vapour pipework are leak tight;
   
b) ensuring that a hazardous area classification drawing has been prepared and a visual inspection that equipment is of the correct type and category for the zone where it has been installed, see note below;
   
c) confirmation that the equipment in the hazardous areas has been installed correctly and has been tested;
   
d) all warning and information notices are in place;
   
e) all electrical and other ducts from hazardous areas are properly sealed;
   
f) vapour emission control systems have been tested for integrity and operate correctly;
   
g) gauging and leak detection/leak monitoring systems operate correctly;
   
h) drainage systems, including oil separators and/or constructed wetlands, are complete and tested;
   
i) all emergency equipment installed and in working order, and
   
j) some parts of the verification checks can be carried out at an early stage, for example during the design, but other parts can only be carried out during commissioning or even after the first petrol delivery.

10) **Who is competent to carry out the verification?** The site operator has the duty to ensure that a competent person carries out the verification. The site operator may be the competent person but he may need to enlist the help of others such as the site designer, the installer of the equipment, test companies or an independent person or organisation. The person or persons involved must have practical and theoretical knowledge of the fire and explosion hazards arising at petrol filling stations, which may have been obtained from experience and/or professional training.

**ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN HAZARDOUS ZONES**

11) BS EN 60079-10: 2003 *Electrical apparatus for explosive gas atmospheres* sets out the concept of hazardous area classification and zoning for the purpose of selecting appropriately protected electrical equipment. You should also exclude other ignition sources from hazardous areas. BS EN 60079-10 defines the following hazard zones:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone 0</th>
<th>In which an explosive air-gas mixture is continuously present, or present for long periods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zone 1</td>
<td>In which an explosive air-gas mixture is likely to occur in normal operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 2</td>
<td>In which an explosive air-gas mixture is not likely to occur in normal operation and, if it occurs, it will exist only for a short time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Areas outside these zones are defined as non-hazardous.

12) Examples of typical sizes and locations of hazardous areas at petrol stations can be found in section 3 of the Blue Book. The guidance in this section (of the Blue Book) together with information obtained from equipment suppliers will help you to determine the hazardous areas on your petrol station.
13) Where possible, electrical equipment should be excluded from hazardous areas. Where this is not possible, for example electrical components in petrol dispensers, they must be constructed or protected so as to prevent danger arising from exposure to petrol vapour. Dispenser components like the pump and junction boxes will be marked with the sign
(shown right).

14) Other ignition sources, which may be introduced into hazardous areas by customers, employees or contractors, should also be controlled or, preferably, excluded; these include:
a) people smoking/using smoking materials such as lighters;
b) tools or equipment which may cause sparks if rubbed or knocked against metal, concrete or brick;
c) vehicle engines still running while petrol is being dispensed; equipment transmitting radio-frequencies (r.f.) (such as radios fitted to the emergency services vehicles);
d) fixed electrical equipment (such as car vacuum cleaners);
e) portable electrical equipment (such as mobile phones and power drills); hot surfaces (such as turbo-chargers and catalytic converters fitted to vehicle engines);
f) naked flames;
g) static electricity, and
h) thermite reaction (friction sparks from aluminium/rusty steel impact).

ON-SITE STORAGE AND SALE OF OTHER FLAMMABLE SUBSTANCES

15) Most petrol stations sell commodities other than petrol. If your shop sells flammable liquids such as cigarette lighter fuel, barbecue lighter fuel, anti-freeze or other similar goods, be aware of the safety precautions to follow. These may be found on the packaging or labelling of the products. Any goods on display on the forecourt should be stored safely and should not cause an obstruction to traffic or emergency escape routes.

16) If you sell other fuels such as diesel, paraffin, LPG or compressed natural gas, look at the way these fuels are delivered, stored and dispensed. As far as possible make sure they do not present a fire or explosion risk to your petrol facilities. Similarly, your petrol facilities should not present a risk to these other fuels. Guidance on the storage of flammable liquids can be found in HSG 51 The Storage of flammable liquids in containers. The UKLPG has produced a series of codes of practice covering all aspects of the bulk storage of LPG including motor vehicle refuelling at petrol filling stations.

17) In addition, the Approved Code of Practice L138 Dangerous substances and explosive atmospheres regulations 2002 gives practical advice on the requirements of Regulations 5 and 6 of DSEAR to assess the risks from, and the control and mitigation measures for places where dangerous substances are stored. It includes advice on the safe disposal of waste materials.

Note: Highly flammable substances such as cigarette lighter fuel and LPG in cylinders are 'dangerous substances' as defined by DSEAR and as such you have a duty to carry out a risk assessment (regardless of the quantity on the premises) so as to determine what, if any control measures are necessary; including consideration being given to hazardous area classification. At retail filling stations, the environmental health officer from the local council enforces DSEAR in respect of these substances.
OTHER ON-SITE ACTIVITIES

18) When looking for potential sources of ignition remember other on-site activities such as shops, workshops, fast-food restaurants and car washes. Even if these facilities are not in a hazard zone, people may need to cross such a zone to get to and from them, possibly bringing ignition sources into the area. Good site design can help to eliminate this. Where changes to a site are planned, they may represent a prescribed material change to the ‘dispensing premises’ requiring a 28 day (pre-works) notification the PEA.

7.3 OPERATING AND EMERGENCY PROCEDURE

OPERATING PROCEDURES

WHY HAVE OPERATING PROCEDURES?

1) People are an essential part of the operating life of a petrol filling station, so good systems of work and procedures are important ways of preventing incidents and minimising the consequences of any that happen.

2) Make sure that procedures are easily understood and that everyone working on the site knows about and uses them. Regularly check to see that procedures are being followed and that they work. Revise them if circumstances change.

WHAT ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE COVERED?

3) Your risk assessment will help you to identify where operating procedures are necessary. These may include:
   a) offloading petrol (before, during and after the offloading process);
   b) wetstock reconciliation, including loss investigation and reporting;
   c) dispensing activities;
   d) cleaning up petrol spills;
   e) general site maintenance and housekeeping;
   f) dealing with contractors;
   g) dealing with customers, and
   h) maintenance of site records.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

4) You must have procedures for emergency situations and train any employees who will need to take action in an emergency (an action plan). They must be in no doubt about their responsibilities. Emergency or shutdown procedures, like any other kinds of operating instructions, should be reviewed regularly and updated to reflect any changes. You will need to ensure that your emergency procedures work when called upon. As well as testing and maintaining equipment, make sure people know and understand the procedures; practice helps to do this. If the response to an incident involves the use of equipment, such as a fire extinguisher, employees expected to use it must be properly trained.
5) In the event of a serious petrol spillage the following are obvious precautionary steps to take:
   a) Switch off the electricity supply to forecourt equipment (note that the public address system and, at night, the canopy lights may need to be kept operational).
   b) Raise the alarm and ensure all customers and non-essential employees leave the site.
   c) Contact the fire and rescue service (by telephoning 999) to report the spillage. Depending on the circumstances you may also need to contact other emergency services, such as the police. If the situation is potentially highly dangerous offsite, you should also alert the police.
   d) Check for sources of ignition.
   e) Do not allow any vehicles parked near the spillage to be started.
   f) Prevent anyone from driving onto the site.
   g) Take all practical steps to prevent fuel flowing off the forecourt into buildings, public drains, sewers or other water courses and try to direct the spillage into the forecourt interceptor system, for example by using temporary bunding and absorbent materials.
   h) Place all fire extinguishers in a readily available position upwind of the incident area.
   i) Alert occupiers of properties on the boundary of the site.

6) In the event of a dispenser or other electrical apparatus being damaged, for example by being hit by a vehicle, switch off the electrical supply to the equipment and take the relevant steps from the above list. It should be remembered that the safety features built into modern petrol pumps and dispensers (fed from submersible or remote pumps) should prevent any significant releases of petrol if the pump/dispenser is damaged or knocked-over by a vehicle.

7) Once an incident is under control, you will need to determine the cleaning-up procedures necessary to ensure the safety of employees and the public on and off the site. Remember that where petrol has entered a site interceptor, you will have to make arrangements to remove the petrol and refill the interceptor with fresh water. In the case of a constructed wetland, the treatment system will need to be examined by the designer/installer, or some competent person, to determine if any remediation work is necessary. Any retaining vault associated with the constructed wetland will need to be emptied of petrol.

8) You will also need to have emergency procedures in place to deal with:
   a) any serious leakages that may occur in the storage tanks and/or pipework, and
   b) vehicle, petrol and other fires.

9) More detailed information on the production of an emergency action plan can be found in the EI’s publication *Guidelines for an emergency action plan for fire and explosion risks at filling stations*.[28]

Notes:
It is recommended that the PEA is notified of any emergency incidents that occur on the site.
In the event of a major spill, the relevant environment agency should be contacted. The incident line for the EA is 0800 80 70 60

**RECORD KEEPING**

10) Maintaining up-to-date written procedures is good management practice. It will also help employees to understand what is required of them and will be useful when staff need to be trained.
11) You may find it helpful to keep this type of information in a site register. This could also be used as a central point to keep other information, such as:

a) details of the equipment on site (type, age, location);
b) the results of commissioning and installation work;
c) testing, maintenance and repair records;
d) petrol inventory/stock records (including ullage and delivery records);
e) training records;
f) company safety policies and practices;
g) the results of the risk assessment;
h) a schematic diagram of the storage tanks, pipework and pump layout;
i) a schematic diagram of the surface water drainage system, including all gullies, and the position of the oil separator or any other spillage retention/treatment system; e.g. a constructed wetland, and
j) a diagram(s) of the hazardous zones.

Note: Wetstock monitoring/reconciliation can be a ‘centralised function’ carried out remotely at a company’s head office or by a specialist contractor. Where this is the case, records will be made quickly available to PEA Inspectors by fax or e-mail should this be necessary.

7.4 MAINTENANCE

WHAT SHOULD I DO?

1) DSEAR (Regulation 6(8) Schedule 1) requires that equipment related to the offloading, storage and dispensing of petrol is maintained in efficient working order and in good repair. The person responsible for this is the owner of the equipment or, where the equipment is leased or hired to another, that other person.

2) A maintenance programme should be in place to ensure the integrity of the plant and equipment on site. This should include: tanks; pipework; vapour emission control equipment; manhole chambers; dispensers; interceptors; cable ducts and drains; gauges and other product monitoring equipment; electrical equipment (see below); and emergency equipment.

3) Maintenance includes examination, servicing, cleaning, repair, or testing. The periods between these activities will depend on several things like the recommendations of manufacturers, suppliers or installers, conditions at the site, and the advice of the person who last carried out an examination. Accepted industry practice and the results of your risk assessment should also be taken into account. Only contractors that are competent to do what is necessary should carry out maintenance work at the site. Further information on maintenance is given in the Blue Book[2]. In addition, the Approved Code of Practice L138 Dangerous substances and explosive atmospheres regulations 2002[27] gives practical advice on identifying hazards and implementing appropriate control measures and systems of work during maintenance and other similar non-routine activities. It includes advice on hot work and on permit-to-work systems for those activities identified as high risk.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

4) The Electricity at Work Regulations 1989[9] require that electrical equipment must be maintained in a safe condition, so far as is reasonably practicable. This means that
inspection and testing of electrical equipment should be carried out, with particular attention to equipment and wiring installed in hazardous areas. Electrical work should be carried out by someone competent to work on electrical equipment in hazardous areas and who is aware of the required standards for such equipment.

5) The electrical contractor will need to switch off supply to part of the site to carry out testing, maintenance or repair work. You may therefore need to agree times when the site or part of it may be closed to allow the work to proceed safely.

VISUAL EXAMINATIONS

6) Periodic visual examinations of your site, for example to check access chambers, fill points and dispensers, can help ensure that it is in a satisfactory operating condition.

7) Certain equipment that is more vulnerable to abrasive, impact or malicious damage needs to be inspected on a more frequent basis. For example, dispenser hoses can suddenly fail due to:
   a) the gradual weakening of the section of the hose where it chafes against the ground;
   b) impact damage if the hose is crushed against the pump island by the wheel of a vehicle, or
   c) malicious damage by vandals. This type of damage is more likely to occur when the site is closed.

8) A daily inspection of the hoses should reduce the risk of spillages resulting from bursts or cuts etc.

9) A suggested visual inspection programme is given in Appendix 3.

MAINTENANCE RECORDS

10) Written records of maintenance history, faults detected and repairs or modifications carried out at your site will help you monitor your maintenance programme effectively, and also provide good evidence that you have a programme in place.

7.5 WORKING WITH CONTRACTORS

CONTRACTORS

1) A contractor is anyone you employ to do work for you who is not a member of your own staff. At petrol stations, contractors are routinely engaged to carry out construction work, maintenance, modification or installation of equipment.

WHAT THE LAW SAYS

2) The Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 requires that you and your contractor do not endanger yourselves, employees or anyone else such as the public, as a result of your work. These duties cannot be delegated by contract. However, a contract can play a useful role in defining the rights and responsibilities of each party.

3) The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 also require you to assess the risks, which might affect people, including contractors and the public, and provide them with appropriate information and instruction about risks to their health and safety from your operation.
4) The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015 (CDM)\textsuperscript{10} may also apply where contractors are carrying out construction work to your site.

5) DSEAR (Regulation 11) applies where two or more employers share the same workplace (i.e. the site operator and a maintenance contractor at a petrol filling station) and makes the site operator responsible for co-ordinating the implementation of all the safety measures required by DSEAR.

**SELECTING A CONTRACTOR**

6) Your approach is crucial when influencing how much attention is given to safety by contractors.

7) Contractors invited to submit tenders should be made aware of the standards of health and safety you expect of them. The EI's *Code of safe practice for contractors and retailers managing contractors working on petrol filling stations*\textsuperscript{29} is intended to assist site operators in managing contractors so that works are carried out in a safe and legal manner so as to prevent incidents and accidents of any kind during the work activities.

**7.6 PLANNING THE WORK**

8) Before any contractors start work you will need to satisfy yourself that they are capable of undertaking the work and can carry it out in a safe manner. Speak to them before work begins and make sure they are aware of the rules and requirements at your site.

   Depending on the work to be carried out a contractor may need to know about:

   a) the hazardous nature of petrol, the need to control ignition sources, and the location of hazardous areas;
   
   b) your own operating procedures, so they can comply with them as necessary;
   
   c) the location of underground tanks and pipework;
   
   d) any other work that may be taking place whilst they are on site;
   
   e) the location of underground services, i.e. conduits for electrical supplies to dispensers and car washes etc. and the site's main electrical supply cable, gas and water supplies, and
   
   f) items, equipment or information necessary for health and safety.

9) You and your contractor should be clear about:

   g) how your operations will affect each other’s work.
   
   h) who is responsible for managing the work on site and controlling sub-contractors, and
   
   i) timing and segregation of work to ensure that the activities of one person do not create risks for another.

10) In some circumstances it may be necessary to stop a particular activity, such as petrol offloading or dispensing in the area where contractors are working. This might also be necessary where the layout of your petrol station means that contractors working adjacent to the site could present a risk. Finalise arrangements with the contractors when they arrive on site. Make sure that there is no doubt about how health and safety will be managed during their work.

11) Failure to take account of a contractor’s work can have serious consequences. For example, at one site in Leeds, contractors were carrying out alterations to offloading pipework. A road tanker delivered 5 000 litres of petrol into the off-set fill pipe of a tank on the site. The contractors had disconnected this pipe and hundreds of
litres of petrol escaped into the ground before the competent person and the driver realised the mistake. As a result the public were put at high risk and the environment was affected, resulting in adverse publicity and a high-cost clean-up operation. This incident could have been avoided by preparing a work plan describing the procedure for deliveries to be carried out safely or, alternatively, postponing deliveries until the alterations were complete.

SAFETY METHOD STATEMENTS

12) One way of ensuring safe working at petrol stations during construction or maintenance is to use a detailed safety method statement (SMS) for each particular task. This should identify the problems and solutions concerning the tasks. It is a useful tool for ensuring that work is carried out safely. An SMS can range from a simple statement to a detailed technical document depending on the scale of the task(s) involved. The purpose of the SMS is to identify the hazards associated with each task and specify the necessary precautions to control them.

13) Responsibility for drawing up the SMS lies with the contractor, who should, if necessary, act in conjunction with you regarding site details, specific precautions or specialist information. The SMS should clearly show that all of the hazards have been identified and will be correctly dealt with.

PERMIT-TO-WORK SYSTEMS

14) Some maintenance or repair work will be high risk because it has the potential to cause a serious accident, such as the removal of a storage tank lid. These tasks need to be carefully controlled and planned. A permit-to-work system is a structured way to make sure these activities are done safely.

15) A permit-to-work is a formal written means of making sure that potentially dangerous tasks are approached and carried out using only the correct safety procedures. It is not merely permission to carry out work, but can also help to ensure that these activities are done safely. It should cover all foreseeable events.

16) You and your contractor can get further information on permit-to-work systems in the following Health and Safety Executive’s publications:
   a) Guidance on permit-to-work systems: A Guide for the petroleum, chemical and allied industries[101]
   b) Approved Code of Practice and Guidance L138 Dangerous substances and explosive atmospheres regulations 2002[127]
8 KEY ACTIVITIES

The following sub-sections of this guidance document identify six key activities that take place at petrol stations. These are:
1. commissioning;
2. unloading and venting;
3. storage;
4. pipework;
5. dispensing, and
6. decommissioning.

For each activity, practical advice is given to help you comply with the law. For unloading and venting, storage, pipework and dispensing a simple guide is provided to help you to identify the risks and, where necessary, introduce appropriate control(s).

8.1 COMMISSIONING

INTRODUCTION

1) Commissioning is the process of bringing plant and equipment into use.
2) This sub-section contains guidance to help you ensure that new sites, those which are subject to a material change and any new equipment installed and refurbished are safe to use. It also includes guidance on physical checks of the site to ensure that emergency equipment and information notices are adequate and effective. You will also need to consider what operational, management and emergency procedures are necessary and make arrangements for initial staff training.
3) Technical information on how to commission the site and its equipment, and the selection and use of various testing methods are given in the Blue Book [2].

COMMISSIONING HARDWARE

4) For new petrol stations, testing and checking of equipment may have been carried out before you take over the site. People competent to do the job should carry out this work. Satisfy yourself that these tests and checks have been completed satisfactorily. If new hardware is being installed at your existing petrol station, ask for evidence that the necessary tests and checks have been properly carried out before bringing the equipment into use.
5) Some procedures, such as initial testing of electrical circuits, are carried out more effectively before petrol is delivered and introduced into the system. Others, such as checking the operation of a dispenser, cannot be tested until petrol has been introduced into the system.

VAPOUR RECOVERY (STAGE 1B AND STAGE 2 SYSTEMS)

6) Systems for vapour recovery during the delivery and dispensing of petrol should be tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions before petrol is introduced into the system and for a stage 1b system, during the first delivery to confirm its integrity.
STORAGE TANKS

7) The integrity of each tank or compartment, its internal fittings (e.g. drop pipe and overfill prevention device etc.) including the manhole and any connections to it should be determined, where possible, before petrol is offloaded. This can include checking that monitoring systems are operating and testing tanks without monitoring systems. The tank manufacturer should provide a certificate of examination and testing carried out before the tank left the factory.
Note: The leak testing of the drop tube and associated fittings may need to be carried out after petrol has been introduced into the tanks.

PIPEWORK

8) New pipework and joints should be tested before petrol is offloaded. Obtain information about the type of tests that have been carried out and the results. Where double-skin pipework has been installed, check that tests on the monitoring system have been carried out according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The contractors installing the pipework should provide you with a certificate detailing the test method used and the result. All the pipework, including the ventilation/vapour recovery system, that forms an integral part of the petrol installation, should be leak tested and certified in the commissioning procedure.
Note: There are some (final) joints in pipework that can only be tested after petrol has been delivered into the storage tanks. These joints should be ‘wet tested’ by the contractor when the pipework is primed with petrol.

DISPENSERS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT

9) All dispensing equipment, including pumps, valves, hoses and nozzles should be checked for leaks and correct operation after installation.

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION

10) Any new, extended or modified installation should have valid certificate of electrical inspection and testing.

VERIFICATION

11) See paragraphs 5 – 10 of Section 7.2 CONTROL OF IGNITION SOURCES on Page 27.

OTHER COMMISSIONING PROCEDURES

Before petrol is delivered to the site it will be necessary to check that:
  a) safety signs or notices are in place;
  b) all means of escape are clear of obstructions;
  c) emergency equipment has been installed and is in working order;
  d) any combustible material is removed;
  e) fill points, tanks and pipework (where visible), and dispensing equipment have been clearly marked;
  f) where drainage systems have been installed, they are connected, leak tested and free from the debris and the interceptor has been charged with its water seal.
Leak testing and debris clearance will also apply to the drainage channels and pipes connected to a constructed wetland, and

g) cable ducting has been properly sealed to prevent petrol/vapours migrating into buildings and non-hazardous areas.

RECEIVING THE FIRST DELIVERY OF PETROL

12) In order for a manifolded vapour recovery system to operate correctly and safely, there has to be a liquid (petrol) seal between the bottom of the drop tube and the ullage space of all the (manifolded) tanks. Clearly this situation is not possible with a new installation or where tanks have been temporarily decommissioned for maintenance purposes etc. It is, therefore, important that the first delivery of product is carried out with great care so as to avoid the release of large volumes of vapour through the fill pipe openings of the tanks. A safe method of introducing petrol into the tanks is to (individually) unload a quantity of 1 000 litres of petrol into one tank at a time until all the tanks are charged with sufficient petrol to provide a liquid seal at the drop tube. The vapour recovery hose must, of course, be connected at this initial commissioning stage of the delivery and the fill pipes caps of the tanks not being filled must be in the closed position. After this stage of the commissioning procedure has been completed, the remainder of the product on the tanker can then be unloaded in the normal manner.

RECORD KEEPING

13) It is an essential practice to maintain records of the result of initial tests and commissioning procedures for future reference. These records should be kept in a site register, together with other relevant documents, for the petrol installation. By comparing these with future test results or other information for example, from maintenance work, you will be able to identify any changes in the performance of the equipment, which may indicate a potential risk to safety. A PEA Inspector may ask to examine the site register for details of the work that has been carried out.

14) Table 1 lists the documents that the architect or the principal contractor (overseeing the development) should provide you with, when all the work is completed. For partial redevelopment work (e.g. re-pumping), the individual contractors carrying out various elements of the works should provide you with the documents.
Table 1: Commissioning – Certificates/records

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment/installation</th>
<th>Certificates/records</th>
<th>Provided by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The whole site</td>
<td>– ‘As built’ plans/drawings detailing the whole development</td>
<td>Architect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Drawings identifying hazardous areas and types of zones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrol installation</td>
<td>– Diagrams of the layout of tanks, pipework and dispensers. This may include a schematic diagram for on-site display as general information to staff, contractors and the emergency services</td>
<td>Architect or pipework installer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrol tanks</td>
<td>– Details of construction of tank and method of installation</td>
<td>Architect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Certificate for testing of tank and/or leak monitoring system</td>
<td>Principal contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipework (including vapour recovery systems)</td>
<td>– Details of construction of pipework and method of installation</td>
<td>Architect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Certificate for testing of pipework and/or leak detection system</td>
<td>Pipework installer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leak detection system</td>
<td>– Details of class of system installed</td>
<td>Leak detection installer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Commissioning certificate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface water drainage system</td>
<td>– Diagram of the layout of the drainage system. This may include a schematic diagram for on-site display as general information to staff, contractors and the emergency services</td>
<td>Architect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Certificate for testing of the drain pipes</td>
<td>Principal contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical installation</td>
<td>– Pre-commissioning test record</td>
<td>Electrical contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Inventory check list</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Initial assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Inspection and test report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Certificate of test and inspection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2 UNLOADING AND VENTING

INTRODUCTION

1) The bulk unloading of petrol is inherently hazardous. Petrol may escape from the tanker, for example if it collides with another vehicle, or because of a leak during unloading. The volume of petrol that could be spilled is potentially very large, with a consequent serious threat to the safety of people on and near the site. The guidance in this section will help you ensure that petrol is unloaded safely.

2) The engineering and management controls at your site will determine the method of unloading you are able to use and the precautions you and the tanker driver need
to take to ensure people’s safety. Make sure you are familiar with the requirements of the Approved Code of Practice Unloading petrol from road tankers (L133)\textsuperscript{[31]} and that your operating procedures reflect what is necessary to ensure people’s safety. Note: Different equipment and procedures will be required for unassisted deliveries.

3) The risks can be reduced if a dedicated tanker unloading stand is provided or if petrol is delivered at quiet times when fewer people are on or around the site. This is not always possible and your operational procedures will need to ensure that petrol can be delivered safely, whenever it is done. In some cases, this may require closing part of, or the whole all of the site if this is the only way to control the risks sufficiently.

4) You should establish procedures for the unloading of petrol; ensure that everyone involved is familiar with them and that they are followed. Failure to do so can have serious consequences. In one incident, a filling station had to be evacuated after petrol overflowed into a fill point access chamber during the course of a delivery. The outflow of petrol from a storage tank fill pipe that had not had its cap replaced went unnoticed at the time the delivery was taking place. It was only later in the same evening when the shop started smelling of petrol that the Fire and Rescue Service discovered that the spillage had occurred. An investigation by FRS inspectors found that both the competent person taking the delivery and the tanker driver were at fault. The fault on the part of the competent person was not replacing the fill pipe cap after petrol had been received into the tank, whilst the driver was at fault for failing to connect-up the vapour recovery hose after re-positioning the tanker. The site was closed for 48 hours whilst the clean-up work was carried out resulting in a significant loss of trade for the operator.

TANKER ACCESS

5) It is important that the driver can manoeuvre a tanker onto and around the site as easily as possible. The likelihood of an incident increases if the driver has to make difficult manoeuvres, or drive close to obstacles or other vehicles.

6) Try to provide and maintain a clear, unobstructed entry and exit route at all times. If this is not possible, ensure that the route is clear when a tanker enters or leaves the site. On some sites this may involve cordonning off the route or closing down some or all dispensers or other equipment, such as a car wash.

7) In the event of a fire a tanker needs to be able to leave the site quickly and safely. This is achieved most easily if it can drive off the site in a forward direction. Where it is not possible to drive onto and off the site without reversing, you should arrange for the tanker to reverse into position to access the fill points and then drive away in a forward direction if this is possible. If this cannot be achieved, it is important to have good arrangements in place to ensure that the tanker can manoeuvre safely. These could include positioning mirrors to aid visibility, or clearly marking the route to be taken by the tanker, other vehicles and pedestrians. Where necessary, provide supervision or assistance for the driver using pre-arranged signals, and make sure that whoever you select is competent to carry out this role.

TANKER STANDING AREAS

8) The Blue Book\textsuperscript{[2]} gives guidance on good locations for tanker standing areas in relation to other equipment and activities on and off the site. Wherever it is located, the standing area should be maintained in a good condition.
9) If the area is not well located you may need additional control measures to ensure that petrol can be unloaded safely. These could include hardware changes, where reasonably practicable, such as the construction of a firewall to act as physical barrier between the unloading area and adjacent buildings or public areas. Alternatively you may look to introduce management procedures. For example, if a tanker cannot be accommodated wholly on the site during unloading, you may need to provide some form of cordon between the tanker and off-site traffic to avoid a collision. Warning notices can be used to good effect to advise members of the public and others that unloading is taking place and of any precautions they may need to take.

**DRIVER/OPERATOR TRAINING**

10) The competence of the tanker driver will also determine how safely a vehicle moves around the site. Drivers and their employers must ensure that tanker operations are carried out safely. But you should always satisfy yourself that whoever drives the tanker onto your site can do so competently and safely. Ask to see the driver’s ADR training certificate; if you have any doubts ask your petrol supplier to provide you with evidence of driver competence.

**LIGHTING**

11) Routes to and from the tanker standing area, and the area itself, must be adequately and safely lit to enable people engaged in the unloading operation to carry out their tasks properly and safely. Drivers need a clear view of their way onto and around the site and the fill points. Illumination of the road tanker’s valves and the site’s control panel (if there is one) at the fill point may also be necessary. Lighting must be maintained to ensure that it is kept in working order.

Note: For sites that receive ‘driver unassisted deliveries’ when the filling station is closed, the road tanker’s headlights can be considered as adequate illumination for vehicular ingress/egress.

**FILL POINTS**

12) The Blue Book \[2\] contains guidance on standards for the location of fill points for storage tanks. The exclusion of potential ignition sources from the hazard zone is easier if fill points are at least 4 metres from site boundaries, as this is generally the extent of the hazard area associated with them. At existing sites this may not be the case but moving the fill points will not normally be a reasonably practicable option. In these circumstances your operating procedures should ensure that unloading is not carried out while there are potential sources of ignition in the hazardous area.

13) Vapours can accumulate near the fill point during unloading. The chance of an incident increases if ignition sources are not controlled, putting members of the public or employees near the area at risk. You can mitigate the consequences of vapour emission, spills or leaks by:
   a) controlling ignition sources in and around the unloading area;
   b) excluding non-essential people from the unloading area; this should be done whenever unloading is taking place, regardless of the location of the fill point; separating people from the unloading area by a safe distance or by erecting a fire wall;

Note: A fire wall is an option where a safety distance cannot be achieved.
c) providing adequate spillage control i.e. drainage and interceptor;
d) ensuring warning and information notices are in place and legible;
e) providing properly maintained fire extinguishers, and
f) providing an adequate supply of dry sand or other absorbent material.

14) If a fill point is inside a building or a partially enclosed area, you will need to decide whether you can move it to a safer location outdoors. If this is neither possible nor reasonably practicable, you will need to explore alternative measures in addition to those listed above, such as improving ventilation to disperse vapours from any leak, or removing or isolating sources of ignition such as electrical equipment and fittings which are not suitable for use in hazard zones.

15) Special controls and procedures may be needed if the fill point is in or near a building or public thoroughfare. It may be necessary to restrict deliveries to when the building is unoccupied or at quiet times. Warning signs or arrangements for someone to monitor the area for ignition sources during unloading may be needed.

16) All fill point connections, including those for vapour balancing, should be designed and installed for easy use. Some may need protection against impact and vandalism. They must be well maintained and the unique identification markings must be kept clear and legible.

VENT PIPES

17) The primary function of vent pipes is to allow the tanks to breathe by providing an inlet for air to enter the tanks when petrol is being dispensed and to enable petrol vapour displaced from storage tanks during unloading to be either returned to the road tanker or dispersed into the atmosphere. They should be positioned to minimise the build-up of vapour around the pipes and be remote from sources of ignition. For example, the location should take account of nearby buildings and their effect on airflow, and areas where vapour could accumulate.

18) The Blue Book[2] gives guidance on the height and location of vent pipes and vapour control systems. Advice is also available from the relevant environment agency.

19) Vent pipes, which are above ground should be included in the site’s inspection and maintenance programme and examined for corrosion or damage, particularly at or around ground level, and for stability.

20) A flame arrester should be fitted to the outlet of vent pipes and vapour return connections for a Stage 1b vapour recovery system so that, if vented vapours are ignited, the arrester will prevent the fire spreading from the atmosphere to the inside of the tank. Flame arresters should be included in the site’s maintenance programme to ensure that they continue to be effective. Pressure/vacuum valves fitted to the outlets of vent pipes at sites provided with vapour recovery systems have in-built flame arresters. The HSE publication Flame arresters: Preventing the spread of fires and explosions in equipment that contains flammable gases and vapours[32] gives further details.

VAPOUR EMISSION CONTROLS (VAPOUR RECOVERY)

21) Since the introduction of stage 1b vapour recovery onto UK filling stations there have been a number of incidents, during and after road tanker deliveries, where:
a) Large quantities of petrol have flowed out from the fill pipes of storage tanks.
b) Fill pipes have become pressurised resulting in vapour and/or petrol being released to atmosphere when the cap is removed. Such situations are potentially dangerous, as the person removing the cap is at risk of being engulfed in vapour or wetted with petrol. In addition there is the risk of serious physical injury being sustained where quick-release caps are in use, as these devices can be displaced with considerable force when released.

22) There have also been other operational problems attributed to vapour recovery systems, namely:
   a) Pressures inside the storage tanks have affected simple contents measuring systems (dipsticks and hydrostatic gauges) leading to inaccurate wetstock control.
   b) Excessive backpressures or vapour locks have caused deliveries to slow down or even stop.

23) If a vapour recovery system is properly designed, installed and maintained it should not adversely affect the safety/efficiency of the unloading process and instances of over-pressurisation, vapour lock or vapour release should not occur. It is, therefore, important that an effective maintenance regime is in place and adhered to. Staff training also has an important role to play in the safety/efficiency aspects of the vapour recovery system as they can recognise and report any problems that would indicate a fault on the system. For instance, reporting unusually slow deliveries and instances of vapour locks, pressurisation and vapour release through the pressure/vacuum valve.

24) At sites where a Stage 2 vapour recovery system returns the vapours displaced during the dispensing operation to one of the storage tanks, problems have arisen from the pressure build-up in the tank which has been the cause of petrol vapour spluttering from the vent pipe, rattling pressure/volume (p/v) valve and petrol vapours escaping from tank lid fittings. The cause of this problem has been attributed to a combination of natural vapour pressure, the volume of vapour returned being slightly in excess of that removed and the temperature of the returned vapour and air being significantly lower than the temperature in the storage tank. As the temperature in a storage tank remains at a fairly constant 12°C, this problem is particularly acute in the winter months when the temperature of the displaced vapour can be at or around 0°C. The result of cold vapour and air entering a tank with an ullage space at a significantly higher temperature is the expansion of the vapour and air causing an increase in pressure.

25) A solution to this problem, which is now acceptable to DEFRA, is the fitting of an orifice plate at the outlet of the vent pipe. The orifice plate (a disc with a central 10 mm hole) will allow air into the tank when petrol is being dispensed and will release any excess pressure as it slowly rises, thereby maintaining the tank at atmospheric pressure. Where an orifice plate is fitted, it should be supplemented with a pressure release valve to facilitate emergency venting should there be blockage or serious restriction to the vapour flow during a Stage 1b delivery.

Note: Under the terms of Regulations made under the Environmental Protection Act 1990, road tanker unloading at petrol filling stations becomes a prescribed process which must be registered with, and authorised by the local district council in England and Wales. In Scotland, it is the Scottish Environment Protection Agency[31]. In Northern Ireland it is the local council.

26) There will be occasions at operating sites where one or more tanks are low in product or even empty of product. In the latter case typical examples will be where a tank has been cleaned or where there is to be a grade change. For the purposes of this guidance, the term ‘low in product’ refers to a condition where all the product has been drawn-off by the dispensing pump but a liquid seal remains at the drop tube.
27) In order to reduce the risk of petrol or vapours being released from the fill pipe of the tank with a low product level or an empty tank, it is important to ensure that this is the first to receive product when the next delivery takes place.

28) If, for operational reasons, it is necessary for any tank to remain empty of product on a short term basis, it should be isolated from the maniflod vapour recovery system if the other tanks on site are to continue receiving deliveries.

29) If for any reason a situation arises where all the tanks on site are low in product or empty, the procedure detailed in paragraph 12 of section 8.1 should be followed when a road tanker delivery takes place.

OVERFILL PREVENTION

30) As well as marking fill point connections, further controls are needed to prevent tanks or compartments being overfilled. These include marking measuring devices, dip sticks and gauges with the same unique identifier as the tank they serve.

31) Many tanks have overfill prevention devices (OPD) which automatically stop the flow of petrol when a predetermined level is reached. Where these devices are installed, they must be maintained in a safe working condition. They should be set so that, when triggered, any petrol remaining in delivery hoses can safely drain into the storage tank. Storage tanks can also be fitted with high-level alarms to warn when petrol has reached certain levels.

32) Alarms and OPDs are meant to be used as a backup to accurate stock control to ensure that tanks receive the correct amount of petrol. You need to be able to accurately determine the ullage in your tanks and only order the quantity of petrol the tanks can accept.

33) More detailed guidance on establishing safe operating limits for storage tanks fitted with OPDs or high level alarms can be found in the EI’s publication Design and operating limits for fuel storage tanks at retail filling stations.

SPLIT DELIVERIES

34) The risk of an overfill situation occurring is increased when the contents of the compartment on the road tanker exceed the ullage space of the storage tank to be filled. Unloading a road tanker in this event is referred to as a ‘split delivery’. Split deliveries should, therefore, be avoided whenever possible. It is, however, not always possible to avoid split deliveries at some small and rurally located sites. Where it is necessary to unload the road tanker by splitting a compartment between two storage tanks, procedures must be in place to reduce the risks of overfills occurring.

STATIC ELECTRICITY

35) Conditions that cause static electricity to be generated are present on petrol filling stations from:
   a) the road tanker, which can become electrically ‘charged’ during the journey to the filling station;
   b) the flow of petrol through the delivery hose to the storage tanks, and
   c) personnel involved in the delivery process becoming charged with static electricity.

36) The inadvertent ignition of flammable vapours by a spark from a static discharge can be avoided by ensuring that:
a) The forecourt surface on and around the road tanker stand does not have a high electrical resistance and allows the static charge to go to earth via the road tanker’s tyres or the footwear of personnel. High resistance surfaces such as asphalt and certain impervious sealants should be avoided.
b) The storage tanks and delivery pipework are adequately earthed. This is particularly important at sites provided with non-metallic off-set fill pipework.
c) The driver and the person assisting with the delivery are provided with anti-static footwear.
d) More detailed information is available in the EI publication *Model code of Safe practice Part 21: Guidelines for the control of hazards arising from static electricity*.

**THERMITE REACTION**

37) The widespread use of aluminium couplings on road tanker delivery and vapour recovery hoses together with the prevalence of fittings/equipment made from steel in the immediate fill point area of a filling station, access chamber covers and frames etc, creates the conditions for an incendive spark to be generated if a coupling makes a sharp impact with rusty steel.

38) In order to reduce the likelihood of a coupling being dropped or coming in contact with rusty steel, the following precautions need to be taken:
   a) Safety platforms, made from non-ferrous materials, should be fitted in direct fill chambers where the chambers are deep.
   b) A capture device should be fitted to attach the fill pipe cap to the fill pipe.
   c) Any steel drainage channels in close proximity to where the delivery/vapour recovery hoses are handled should be replaced with non-metallic gratings when any redevelopment works take place.
   d) Any fixed steel items, e.g. above ground fill pipe protection posts, should be treated so as to prevent/remove rust.

39) The EI guidance on *Quantified risk assessment of the ignition of flammable vapour on petrol filling station forecourts during road tanker offloading due to thermite sparking* provides further information.

**DEALING WITH SPILLAGE**

40) The number of road tanker compartments unloaded simultaneously into tanks should not be more than:
   a) the number that can be safely managed at any one time, or
   b) the maximum number allowable to achieve correct vapour balancing.

41) Even if you have taken reasonable steps to prevent an incident, a spillage can still occur, for example, if a delivery hose connection catastrophically fails. You must have procedures to follow and equipment available if something goes wrong. The procedures should be in writing and available at all times to staff on site, including the delivery driver.

42) Tanker standing areas should have design features to deal with spillages, such as diversionary kerbs, slope to a safe area, drainage grids/channels and interceptor or constructed wetland systems. Where such features are provided it is important that they have the capacity to collect/retain a sudden release of a minimum of 3 000 litres of petrol or diesel. It is also important that they are properly maintained; for example, make sure drainage channels are regularly cleared of debris like leaves or mud.
43) If you do not have permanent physical features of this type you may have to rely on temporary equipment, such as moveable bunds, supported by operational procedures and management controls. You must always provide suitable absorbent material for mopping up small spills during unloading.

ASSESSING THE RISKS

44) For each stage of the unloading process, identify what could lead to a spillage and where possible sources of ignition could occur. Think about the ways to prevent each event, and minimise the consequences if they occur. Decide whether the precautions you have in place are enough, seek advice if necessary from the road tanker company or the local PEA Inspector, and write down the outcome.

45) Table 2 shows one way to complete this process. The control measures column gives some examples of the precautions that could be taken; there may well be alternatives. Also, some measures are most appropriate to new sites and those being refurbished than older, existing sites, where the cost of installing them could be disproportionate to the risk. Remember that you must provide sufficient control measures to keep the risk as low as is reasonably practicable.
### Table 2: Controlling the risks from unloading and venting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Control measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Tanker access                 | Collision whilst moving on site or during unloading | − Provide and maintain a dedicated clear route  
− Where possible, arrange that the tanker can be driven off the site in a forward direction  
− Locate tanker-standing area away from other traffic  
− Cordon off the tanker standing area  
− Where necessary, provide supervision or assistance to the driver whilst the tanker is manoeuvring  
− Provide the delivery firm with advance information on site layout and systems, etc  
− Ensure adequate lighting when necessary  
− Take deliveries when the site is closed or at quiet periods e.g. at night |
| Unloading process             | Leak from connection or rupture of hose         | − Ensure staff are trained and the driver follows the correct procedures  
− Have emergency procedures in place |
| Overfilling                   | Overfilling storage tank or compartment         | − Establish safe operating limit for the storage tank  
− Make sure fill points are clearly marked, suitable and maintained  
− Follow laid down procedure for checking tank ullage  
− Ensure siphon pipes are closed down during the delivery  
− Provide and maintain an overfill prevention device  
− Make sure that any dispensers close to the unloading area are switched off during deliveries  
− Ensure site operative is trained and tanker driver follows the correct procedures  
− Make provision for containing and controlling any spillage e.g. sloping ground, drains/interceptors  
− Make provision for retaining spillages that occur in the tank fill point chamber (brick built chambers can be unreliable in retaining spillages)  
− Draw up emergency procedures and ensure staff are trained in how to deal with a fire, a spillage and an over-fill situation |
| Venting                       | Accumulation of vapour                          | − Consider location of vent pipes if changes to the layout of the site are made  
− Check height of pipes and extend if necessary  
− Repair or replace corroded or damaged pipes |
| Overpressurisation of the tanks | Overpressurisation of the tanks                  | − Train staff in the operating principles of the vapour recovery system so that they can recognise and report problems that would indicate a fault in the system; e.g. 'vapour lock', slow deliveries, pressure in the fill pipe(s), or vapour release from the p/v valve |
| Ignition of vapour            | Ignition of vapour                              | − Fit and maintain flame arresters |
Table 2: Controlling the risks from unloading and venting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Control measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Static electricity| Ignition of vapour    | - Make sure that the resistance of the road tanker standing area surface does not have a resistance exceeding $10^8 \Omega$
|                   |                       | - Make sure that the storage tanks and associated pipework are properly earthed and bonded to the delivery pipework |
|                   |                       | - Where the vapour recovery hose is kept at the site, ensure that it is checked by a competent person for electrical continuity |
|                   |                       | - Provide employees with anti-static footwear (for driver assisted deliveries)     |
| Thermite reaction | Ignition of vapour    | - Make sure that non-ferrous safety platforms are fitted in deep fill point access chambers |
|                   |                       | - Make sure that fill pipe caps are fitted with captive devices                  |
|                   |                       | - Make sure that any fixed steel items in close proximity to the fill points are treated to prevent corrosion; e.g. drainage channels |
| General           |                       | - Control ignition sources in hazardous areas                                    |
|                   |                       | - Provide suitable fire extinguishers and keep them ready for use                |
|                   |                       | - Draw up emergency procedures and train staff                                  |

8.3 STORAGE

INTRODUCTION

1) Site operators are responsible under DSEAR\(^{[1]}\) for ensuring that petrol is stored safely. A range of control measures, from the initial suitability and integrity of storage tanks, to ongoing management and maintenance, can all help to ensure that the risk of a leak of petrol, and therefore the safety of people on and around the site, is as low as possible.

SELECTION OF TANKS

2) Where new tanks are being installed, your risk assessment should identify the level of control required for your site and hence the type and standard of tank that is appropriate. Some sites require higher standards than others because of the risks from a leak. For example, a high standard of containment might be needed for a tank at a new or re-developed site in a residential or urban area where the filling station is surrounded by domestic and commercial properties, or where there are nearby cellars or basements into which petrol could leak. You should also take account of environmental requirements and may need to consult the relevant environment agency before deciding what type of tank to install.
3) The Blue Book gives guidance on design, construction and installation standards for above and below ground petrol storage tanks. You should always take steps to ensure that a suitable type of tank is selected and installed.

UNDERGROUND TANKS

4) Underground tanks should be selected, sited and installed so that the risk of leakage is reduced to the lowest level that is reasonably practicable.

5) Tanks should be suitable for the prevailing ground conditions and suitably protected from corrosion and premature degradation by chemical attack.

ABOVE GROUND TANKS

6) The immediate risk of fire and explosion from a leak from an above ground tank is greater than from an underground tank. Where tanks are installed, or are planned to be installed, above ground, an assessment should be carried out to determine the risks from the unloading process, a leak of petrol from the tank, a fire or explosion, site traffic arrangements which could lead to a vehicle colliding with the tank, other types of impact, and vandalism.

MARKING OF TANKS/COMPARTMENTS

7) Tanks and fill points, which are connected, must be uniquely marked. Markings on tanks/compartment and associated equipment, including dipsticks and contents gauges, should be clear and legible at all times to help avoid confusion or errors. Incorrect marking could result in petrol being transferred into a tank that has insufficient ullage or contamination of product leading to expensive and hazardous procedures to remove the contaminated product from the tank.

DETECTING LEAKS

8) Leaks from underground tanks cannot usually be observed directly and are, therefore, more difficult to detect than leaks from tanks installed above ground. At one petrol station in an urban area, 50 year old tanks were found to have leaked petrol into the basement of nearby flats. Fortunately, the petrol was discovered before the vapour had built up to a dangerous level. Sources of ignition were removed and the flats evacuated. An evaluation of the risks of the tanks leaking should have been made which, together with a suitable inventory or leak detection system, could have found the leak before it became a risk to the public.

9) The results of a risk assessment will enable you to decide the level of control needed to identify and deal with petrol leaks. A number of leak prevention and leak detection methods exist. To be effective, the method you select needs to either prevent a release of petrol or provide early warning of a leak to enable remedial actions to be taken quickly so that people are not put at risk. You will also have to consider risks to the environment from a petrol leak and may need to consult the relevant environment agency. If your site is located in an area where a leak of petrol would be a serious risk to public safety or a serious contamination risk to groundwater, you will need to install leak prevention controls instead of leak detection as the latter will only give warning after petrol has escaped from the containment system.
CONTINUOUS INVENTORY MONITORING

10) Whilst it is good business to control wetstock, continuous (daily) inventory monitoring is also the most basic and simple form of leak detection. Consistent and accurate monitoring of the amount of petrol unloaded, stored and dispensed can allow leaks from tanks and pipework systems to be identified. Manual inventory checking is usually only suitable as the sole method of leak detection at sites which have a low throughput of petrol where information about gains and losses is likely to be more reliable.

11) The simplest way to manually carry out inventory checking is to use dipsticks. Automatic stock reconciliation systems can provide an instant display of any discrepancy and might be a more reliable control method at sites having more than a very low throughput. Whatever method is selected, the record should show all gains and losses for each tank or compartment and connected pipeline system. This will allow you to detect unusual trends of stock variation, which could indicate a leak.

12) The effectiveness of inventory monitoring as a method for detecting leaks depends on a number of factors:
   a) the reliability of the measurement i.e. the accuracy of the contents gauge or dip;
   b) accurate recording of sales and deliveries, and
   c) a competent assessment of trends indicated by the results.

13) Competent assessment means comparing results over a period of time, taking into account the possible effects of significant temperature variations on volumetric measurement, the loss of petrol through vapour release, for example during tank or compartment filling, and examining the results of checks for the presence of water. Assessments should be carried out by someone who is competent to analyse the figures and produce results and trends (this could be the site operator or someone contracted to assess the information or the use of specialist computer software). Small daily discrepancies, which over a period tend to vary around a norm, are likely to arise from factors other than leakage. Significant leaks are soon apparent; it should be possible to identify smaller leaks from trends established over a period of days rather than months.

STATISTICAL INVENTORY RECONCILIATION (SIR)

14) SIR systems establish acceptable stock reconciliation profiles by statistical analysis of the daily losses and gains for each tank. As well as considering daily stock variances, SIR systems also consider the cumulative variances as a percentage of the cumulative sales in order to identify trends and anomalies. They can be operated by independent third parties or by in house personnel.

15) Appendix 1 details a recognised methodology for carrying out statistical inventory reconciliation.

CHECKS FOR WATER

16) If a tank fails, variations in the water table may mean that petrol could escape or, conversely, that water could enter the tank. Where practical, inventory checking should be supported by periodic checks for water in each tank or compartment, which might be affecting inventory results. Water can be detected with water detecting paste on the dipstick. Automatic water detection is included in some tank gauge systems. A certain amount of water will be present in the bottom of a storage tank.
due to condensation. However, the amount should be negligible and any increase in water levels would indicate that the tank has developed a leak.

**LEAK DETECTION SYSTEMS**

17) Proprietary leak detection systems constantly monitor for petrol in locations that would indicate a leak from the tank. Such systems remove the need for inventory checking as the primary means of detecting leaks.

18) Leak detection systems are appropriate at sites with a larger throughput of petrol where frequent changes in the volume of petrol stored make inventory checking more difficult and less reliable, thus presenting a greater risk to the safety of people on or around the site if a leak is undetected.

19) Leak detection systems work in different ways and have different levels of sophistication. The Blue Book gives guidance in selecting an appropriate class of detection system.

**TANK TESTING**

20) When a leak is suspected, for whatever reason, it should be thoroughly investigated. This may involve taking a tank out of service and inspecting it or carrying out a precision tank test. A variety of testing methods exist: volumetric, vacuum and low pressure. The investigation should take into consideration reasons other than leaks, which may cause wetstock discrepancies before tank testing is carried out. A recommended investigation sequence is:

- check the reconciliation figures to ensure the arithmetic is correct and that all deliveries and other stock movements have been accounted for;
- check the wetstock control procedures are carried out correctly and whether forecourt staff require additional training;
- check for any obvious leaks from pipe joints in manhole chambers, electrical ducts, drainage systems and around the dispenser base;
- check for any increases in petrol smells. Take into account any reports or complaints from neighbours;
- have the dispensers checked for accuracy;
- check the tank contents measuring system. Check the dip stick for damage or the gauging system for correct operation. Check whether tank gauges need to be recalibrated or serviced;
- check the tanks for water ingress;
- have the pipework tested for leaks, and
- consider fraudulent activities or short deliveries.

21) Testing may also be appropriate when someone takes over the operation of an existing site. You may also want to consider periodic testing where there are nearby structures, such as underground railways or basements, in which people could be at risk in the event of a leak.

22) The most appropriate test method will depend on the type of installation at your site. Before selecting a particular test find out whether:

a) the test has third party accreditation, if so for what fill levels, tank sizes and ullage volumes;

b) the test takes account of the water table;

c) the ullage space is tested;

d) there are any safety features, and

e) the operators have been properly trained.
23) Tank tests should be supported by documented procedures and you should ensure that the test is carried out by people who are competent in the operation of the particular test used. Depending on ground water levels it is possible for tests to give false assurances, i.e. a tank may leak but pass the test. You may want to seek advice on testing from a PEA Inspector.

*Note: It should, however, be borne in mind that periodic leak testing is not an alternative to having a recognised and appropriate method of leak detection in operation.*

24) PELG-PETEL/09 Leak detection, tank and pipework testing, storage of petrol provides further information on this subject.

**MAINTENANCE, REPAIRS AND MODIFICATIONS**

25) Tanks and their associated equipment, including leak detection and overfill prevention systems, fill pipes including the drop tube, access chambers and their covers, are key areas where maintenance is vital. This will help to ensure the effectiveness of the tanks and safety and emergency devices.

*NOTE: PELG-PETEL/10 Leaking drop tubes: Petrol filling stations – Safety implications of leaking drop tubes and vapour retention devices provides more detailed information on the problems associated with leaking drop tubes.*

26) Work on petrol tanks is inherently dangerous and precautions should take account of the flammable contents, particularly when the tank or compartment is nominally empty. Maintenance, modifications and repairs should be carried out only by people who are competent to carry out this type of work.

27) Repairs involving hot work should not be considered on underground tanks. Explosion hazards exist from petrol that has leaked out of a tank and which returns either as liquid or vapour while hot work is in progress.

28) Tank repair companies should provide well-documented procedures covering safety, the standard to which the work is to be completed, and the means of monitoring. All tanks should be leak tested following repairs and before being brought back into use.

**CLEANING OF TANKS**

29) Cleaning may be needed from time to time, for example to prepare a tank for relining, or to remove build-up of solid and liquid residues. This should only be carried out by competent persons under controlled conditions using a planned system, such as a permit-to-work. The HSE guidance note CS15 *Cleaning and gas freeing of tanks containing flammable residues* provides further information. You will need to consider precautions such as clearing the surrounding area of ignition sources and isolating all pipe connections, including off set fill points. It may be necessary to close the site during the cleansing operation. The Approved Codes of Practice Safe work in confined spaces and L138 Dangerous substances and explosive atmospheres regulations 2002 provide more detailed guidance.

**ASSESSING THE RISKS**

30) Firstly, consider the age and design of the storage tanks and then look at the leak detection methods you currently use. You will need to decide whether these precautions are enough to detect leaks, or if you need to do more.
Table 3 shows one way you could go through this process. The control measures column gives some example precautions that could be taken; there may well be alternatives. Some measures are most appropriate to new sites or those being refurbished. For older sites the cost could be disproportionate to the risk. Remember that you must provide sufficient control measures to keep the risk to people’s safety as low as is reasonably practicable.

**Table 3: Controlling the risks from storage**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Control measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Petrol stored in underground</td>
<td>Leak through tank wall</td>
<td>– Install a continuous inventory checking system&lt;br&gt;– Install a suitable leak prevention or leak detection system and regularly maintain it&lt;br&gt;– Install a tank liner&lt;br&gt;– Install cathodic protection&lt;br&gt;– Install a monitoring/retrieval well&lt;br&gt;– Remove the dipstick from the (internal) fill pipe of tanks with off-set fill arrangements&lt;br&gt;– Instruct staff not to drop the dipstick in the fill pipe after removing to measure contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underground tank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrol stored in above</td>
<td>Leak through tank wall</td>
<td>– Provide spill containment&lt;br&gt;– Install a monitoring or leak detection system&lt;br&gt;– Carry out regular visual inspections of the tank and its fittings for signs of corrosion or damage&lt;br&gt;– Regularly check for signs of leaks such as staining on outer surfaces or contaminated soil&lt;br&gt;– Apply a suitable surface coating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ground tank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact damage, such as</td>
<td>Impact damage, such as collision or vandalism</td>
<td>– Locate or re-locate tank away from normal site traffic route&lt;br&gt;– Provide road marking or other signs to direct traffic&lt;br&gt;– Provide physical protection such as bollards or fencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire involving tanks and fire</td>
<td>Fire involving tanks and fire from an external</td>
<td>– Protect tank with an insulating material&lt;br&gt;– Provide additional fire protection measures such as automatic fire detection equipment or suppression systems&lt;br&gt;– Ensure that there is adequate separation between (unprotected) tanks and other features that pose a threat from fire or could be threatened by a fire involving the tank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from an external source</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair to tank</td>
<td>Ignition of vapour due to repair work</td>
<td>– Use competent contractors&lt;br&gt;– Agree safety method statement or permit-to-work system&lt;br&gt;– Cordon off and control ignition sources in area around tank as agreed with contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leak due to faulty repair</td>
<td>– Ensure repairs are carried out by competent staff according to written procedures&lt;br&gt;– Draw up standards for repair work&lt;br&gt;– Carry out a test tank before bringing equipment back into use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.4 PIPEWORK

INTRODUCTION

1) Pipework includes:
   a) direct and off-set fill pipes between the unloading point and the storage tank;
   b) pipes to transfer fuel from the tank to the pump or dispenser by means of suction or pressure;
   c) siphon pipes linking storage tanks;
   d) vapour recovery system and ventilation (vent) pipes, and
   e) fittings and valves associated with pipework.

2) Pipework needs maintaining to ensure its integrity, that it is safe to use, and is in a good state of repair. Leaks from pressurised systems have the potential to be particularly severe because of the way petrol can be forced out of the pipe under pressure. The Blue Book[2] gives technical guidance on the selection, construction, installation and testing of all pipework.

UNDERGROUND PIPEWORK

3) Pipework, with the exception of part of the filling and vent systems, is generally installed underground. This gives greater flexibility over forecourt design and removes the need to protect the pipework from fire or impact damage.

4) However, underground pipework is the source of the majority of petrol leaks in petrol installations. Ground conditions and differential movement between the pipework and the tank, can cause corrosive and mechanical damage that result in leaks. Some leaks can find migration paths, which allow the petrol or vapours to escape from the site and affect neighbouring properties (especially those with basements) and other below ground features like tunnels and drains/sewers.

5) The possibility of off-site migration increases the possibility of an undetected build-up of petrol, and more importantly its vapour, with the potential for significant risks to people’s safety.

6) The surface of the ground above pipework should be adequately reinforced to protect it from the weight of traffic. Where possible, pipework should not be located under buildings or other obstructions, which could hinder or prevent access for repairs or modifications.

ABOVE GROUND PIPEWORK

7) Pipework installed above ground needs to be firmly supported and adequately protected against fire and corrosion, and from impact where it is adjacent to traffic areas. Above ground pipework should be constructed of materials resistant to light degradation.

TYPES OF PIPEWORK

8) Pipework must be compatible with petrol or petrol vapour, have sufficient structural integrity to withstand operating conditions and be suitable for prevailing environmental conditions. It is commonly made of steel, glass reinforced plastic or other non-metallic material (e.g. polyethylene).
SELECTION OF PIPEWORK

9) When pipework is installed at a new site or during changes to an existing one, select whichever type will best suit the circumstances of the site and therefore effectively keep the risks to people’s safety as low as reasonably practicable. If you operate an existing site, find out what type of pipework has been installed and how old it is so that you can take account of it in your risk assessment. Use the results of the assessment to check whether you need to take any further precautions. Where safety and environmental factors require different standards, the higher standard will generally be needed.

MARKING OF PIPEWORK

10) All pipework, valves and fittings should be clearly and permanently marked to make identification easy and to reduce the risk of error or confusion, which might create a risk. For example, direct or off set fill pipes and valves should indicate to which tank or compartment they are connected and working capacity of the tank or compartment. You may also want to show the type and grade of fuel. The EI’s Code of practice for a product identification system for petroleum products[40] and the Blue Book[2] give further advice on the marking of pipework.

LEAK DETECTION

11) All sites should have some method for detecting leaks from pipework. The methods are similar to those for detecting leaks from storage tanks. Guidelines on classes of leak detection for all types of pipework are described in the Blue Book[2].

CONTINUOUS INVENTORY MONITORING

12) The previous section, 8.3, under the sub heading Continuous Inventory Monitoring, explains when inventory monitoring may be an appropriate method of leak detection. Discrepancies which cannot be accounted for elsewhere, may indicate a leak from pipework. However, it is unlikely that simple dipstick methods would detect leaks from pipes unless there was major damage to the pipework.

MONITORING AND LEAK DETECTION SYSTEMS

13) The previous section, 8.3, under Monitoring and Leak Detection Systems explains the types of leak detection and leak alarm systems which are available for storage tanks, and the criteria which should be applied in selecting and using one. The same principles apply to pipework. Use the results of the risk assessment to ensure that your system protects people’s safety, so far as is reasonably practicable.

14) Some systems are suitable only for double skin pipework, such as those which constantly monitor the vacuum or pressure of the interstice or secondary containment area. Others, including those which detect petrol or vapour in the surrounding soil or water, or changes in the conditions of a pressurised line, are suitable for double or single skin pipework. Seek advice from the manufacturer, a competent contractor or a PEA Inspector if necessary. Whichever system you select should be installed and used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and be adequately maintained.
15) Additional safety controls are necessary for pipework which is part of a pressurised system. Pressurised pipework should have secondary containment and should be fitted with a continuous leak monitoring system, which will isolate the pump if a leak is detected. Additionally impact check valves positioned at the base of each dispenser will prevent the flow of petrol if the dispenser is struck or subject to intense heat. If it is not reasonably practicable to install this equipment, the system should be converted to suction operation.

**PIPEWORK TESTING**

16) Pipework testing has an important role to play in the operation of petrol filling stations and leak testing will be necessary when:
   a) prior to the commissioning of new or repaired pipework;
   b) when developing an in-house reconciliation system in order to confirm the integrity of the petrol containment system;
   c) prior to bringing back into use any sections of pipework that have been out of operation for more than 12 months;
   d) for the periodic testing of pipework where there is no recognised or suitable leak detection system available. For example, vapour pipework and where applicable off-set fill pipework, and
   e) where a risk assessment identifies a specific need for periodic testing.

   *Note: It should, however, be borne in mind that periodic leak testing is not an alternative to having a recognised and appropriate method of leak detection in operation.*

17) Where testing is necessary, appropriate test methods include:
   a) nitrogen gas pressure testing of non-pressure lines;
   b) hydrostatic pressure testing on suction lines;
   c) hydraulic pressure testing for pressure lines;
   d) vacuum testing;
   e) gas low pressure testing using a helium/nitrogen mix in association with a helium sensing device, and
   f) any other suitable pipework testing system with an acceptable performance capability.

18) Valves and other associated equipment should be tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

19) PELG-PETEL/09 *Leak detection, tank and pipework testing storage of petrol* provides further information on leak detection in tanks and pipework.

**MAINTENANCE, REPAIRS AND MODIFICATIONS**

20) Maintenance, repairs and modifications work should be undertaken by people competent to carry out this type of work.

21) Pipework, including fittings, valves and any associated monitoring equipment, should be included in the site maintenance scheme. As most pipework is below ground there is little that can be visually inspected. However access chambers will allow the conditions of valves and joints to be checked for signs of corrosion, damage or leaks.

22) Any defective pipework should be taken out of use pending repair or replacement. Pipework to be extended or modified should be tested to ensure its integrity before any work is carried out. Similarly, it should be tested after work has been completed.
and before it is brought back into operation. The previous section (8.3) under ‘maintenance, repairs and modifications’ draws attention to the safety precautions which need to be taken when working on storage tanks; the same measures apply to work on pipework.

23) Keep a record of any work carried out on pipework. Amend the site plan to reflect any extensions or modifications to the pipework system. This information will be useful when you carry out your risk assessment and will help you to decide when pipework, fittings and valves should next be examined or tested.

ASSESSING THE RISKS

24) Consider the age and design of your pipework. Then look at the leak detection methods you currently use. You will need to decide whether these precautions are enough to detect leaks or if you need to do more.

25) Table 4 shows one way you could go through this process. The control measures column gives some example precautions that could be taken; there may well be alternatives. Also some measures are more appropriate to new sites or those being refurbished than older, existing sites, where the cost of them could be disproportionate to the risk. Remember that you must provide sufficient control measures to keep the risk to people’s safety as low as is reasonably practicable.

Table 4: Controlling the risks from pipework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Control measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Petrol/vapour in pipework</td>
<td>Leak through pipe wall</td>
<td>– Carry out a visual examination of accessible parts&lt;br/&gt;– Carry out regular inventory checking&lt;br/&gt;– Install a constant monitoring device&lt;br/&gt;– Install a leak prevention system&lt;br/&gt;– Install a leak detection system&lt;br/&gt;– Install a check valve under the dispenser (for suction systems)&lt;br/&gt;– Carry out periodic leak testing of any sections of pipework not covered by a leak prevention/detection system according to the age and type of pipework; e.g. vent pipes&lt;br/&gt;– Regularly maintain and test monitoring/leak detection systems&lt;br/&gt;– Use non-corrodible or double skin pipework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leak from pipework fittings</td>
<td>– Carry out a visual examination of accessible parts&lt;br/&gt;– Maintain, and where necessary replace, fittings, valves, pumps, connectors and other equipment&lt;br/&gt;– Keep, on site, an up to date schematic diagram of tank to pump pipework layout</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.5 DISPENSING CONTROL MEASURES

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this section is to advise on the measures necessary to control the fire and explosion risks when petrol is being dispensed into vehicle fuel tanks or portable containers

---

1 This section (8.5) updates and replaces the guidance given in the LACs [PETELs] 65/51, 65/59 and 65/59a.
at petrol filling stations with the aim of achieving a consistent application throughout the UK. The measures detailed do not preclude the use of alternative controls where that use provides equal or higher standards of safety.

This section also advises on the control measures for dispensing LPG where such facilities are provided at petrol filling stations. As the generally accepted trade term for automotive LPG is ‘autogas’, for ease of reference this term is used, where there are specific control measures needed. Where relevant, the control measures advocated for the dispensing of petrol may be taken to apply to the dispensing of autogas.

BACKGROUND

The dispensing arrangements can operate in a variety of ways, from attended service, where site staff refuel customers’ vehicles, through to sites that are unmanned and where customers refuel their own vehicles and containers without any on-site supervision or immediate assistance from the site operator. Some filling stations also function on an alternating system where the site is operated as attended self-service at busy periods (i.e. day time and evening) and as unattended self-service during quiet periods when throughput is low (i.e. late evening and through the night).

For the purposes of this document, the following terms are used as descriptors of the various methods of operation:

Attended service (AS):
A petrol filling station that is designed and constructed to function so that a trained attendant operates the dispensing equipment.

Attended self-service (ASS):
A petrol filling station that is designed and constructed to function with the customers operating the dispensing equipment under the supervision of a trained attendant; ASS may include pay@pump facilities with pre-authorisation. When under ASS operation, the attendant will be available to intervene where any unsafe activities are about to or are taking place and to assist any customer with physical disabilities or a customer who is encountering difficulties in operating the dispenser.

Unmanned site (UMS):
A petrol filling station where the outcome of the risk assessments concludes that subject to suitable and sufficient control measures, they may operate without the presence of staff, and customers operate dispensing equipment without onsite supervision.

There are four categories of ‘UMS:
1) UMS1 – Unmanned petrol filling stations that serve a community, where local appointed person(s) take responsibility for the operation.
2) UMS2 – Petrol filling stations that normally operate as ‘Attended’ or ‘Attended Self-Service’ but change to ‘Unmanned’ at times of low volume of fuel sales.

Note: This will normally operate during late evening and overnight when the forecourt shop is closed. Typically, a limited number of dispensing positions are made available and staff are not immediately available; they may be monitored remotely by CCTV or direct vision from adjacent premises.
3) **UMS3** – Unmanned petrol filling stations that serve a community but are operated on a commercial basis.

Note: Typically, these sites would not be viable should they incur the cost of regular staff due to the low volume of fuel sales. As a guide their fuel sales will be below 1.25 million litres of fuel per annum of which petrol sales do not exceed 650,000 litres per year. *These figures are as of January 2018 and may be subject to change due to future market trends.

4) **UMS4** – Continuously unmanned commercially operated petrol filling stations with high volume of fuel sales.

**CONTROL MEASURES – AIMS AND OBJECTIVES**

1) In respect of dispensing petrol and autogas, site operators have statutory obligations to comply with the requirements of DSEAR, section 3 of HSWA and PCR 2014.

2) Section 36 of HSWA (offences due to fault of other person) has the effect of making a customer or some other person, not being an employee of the site operator, liable to prosecution if an act or default on the part of that customer/person results in the site operator not complying with their duties under HSWA or any of its relevant statutory provisions, i.e. DSEAR.

3) A typical example of a customer being at risk of being charged with a S36 offence would be ignoring the forecourt attendant’s instructions and continuing to smoke or use a mobile telephone when dispensing petrol or autogas. The likelihood of the PEA instigating legal proceedings is increased if the act of the customer/other person results in the ignition of petrol vapour.

**DSEAR**

4) DSEAR places a legal obligation on the site operator to:
   a) carry out a risk assessment of any work activities involving dangerous substances, i.e., the dispensing of petrol (and autogas where applicable);
   b) provide measures to eliminate or reduce the risks of fire or explosion as far as is reasonably practicable;
   c) provide equipment and procedures to deal with accidents and emergencies;
   d) provide information and training to employees, and
   e) classify places where explosive atmospheres may occur into zones and mark the zones with a specified EX sign where necessary, see the note below regarding the display of the EX sign.

This section covers the duties listed at a, b, c and d above.

Note to 4(e): As non-employees (customers) have access to the hazardous areas of retail filling stations, the provision of the standard signage ‘Petroleum-Spirit – Highly Flammable’ (together with the stated prohibitions on ignition sources) will serve as one of the control measures to comply with the employer’s duties under section 3 of HSWA and avoid the need to display the EX sign; the relevance of the latter being meaningless to most members of the public.

**HSWA (Section 3)**

5) Section 3 (general duties) places a duty on the site operator (whether an employer or self-employed) to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that persons not in his employment (i.e. customers and contractors) are not exposed to risks to their health.

---

2 General duties of employers and self-employed to persons other than their employees.
and safety when petrol and/or autogas is being dispensed.

**PCR 2014**

6) Under regulation 12 petrol can only be dispensed:
   – For use in motor vehicles or motor boats.
   – To fill a suitable container or a demountable fuel tank.
   – For the purpose of maintenance or the calibration of a dispenser.
   – Persons under 16 are prohibited from operating a dispenser.
   – It is prohibited to supply (sell) petrol to any person under 16.

Note: The first bullet point can be taken to mean dispensing petrol directly into the fuel tank of a motor vehicle/boat.

**RISK ASSESSMENT (DSEAR REGULATION 5)**

For petrol filling stations designed, constructed and maintained in accordance with industry standards, the likelihood of petrol vapour being ignited is minimal provided dispensing operations are carried out correctly and emergency procedures are in place.

7) It is a legal requirement under DSEAR that a suitable and sufficient site-specific risk assessment must be carried out to determine appropriate control measures.

8) In addition to any assessment required by paragraph 7, it will be necessary to carry out an additional site-specific assessment when deciding on the suitability of a filling station to operate in UMS modes. In this case the risk assessment should be undertaken in two phases. See paragraphs 31-49.

**REDUCING THE RISK OF IGNITING PETROL VAPOURS – GENERAL CONTROL MEASURES (DSEAR REGULATION 6(4))**

The following are the general control measures that should be in place at all filling stations.

9) People should not be allowed to smoke or use smoking materials when dispensing petrol or autogas, or when in the hazardous area associated with the dispensers. This prohibition should extend to the use of electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes). A more detailed explanation as to why the use of e-cigarettes should be banned on the forecourt can be found in the PELG-PETEL No.15 Petrol filling stations – Safety implications with electronic cigarettes.

Note: The decision as to whether the use of e-cigarettes by staff or customers in other areas of the site should be prohibited, as a health and welfare related issue, is for the employer to take.

10) Petrol should be dispensed only by means of dispensing equipment of an appropriate standard into the fuel tanks of internal combustion engines (i.e. on motor vehicles, motorbikes, boats, etc.) or into suitable portable containers. Exceptions to the latter are the calibrated vessels used for metrology purposes.

**Suitable portable containers**

11) Where portable containers are to be filled with petrol they should be removed from inside vehicles and be placed directly on the ground and filled with the nozzle-operating lever held open manually. Containers should be securely closed as soon as dispensing finishes. Pedestrian customers should not be allowed to take filled or used containers into the shop when paying for petrol.
Filling of more than two suitable portable containers

12) In considering the numbers of suitable containers that can be filled at one time you need to take into account the risks to the person filling the container and also to other people who may be using or working on the forecourt at the time.

13) A limit of two suitable portable containers is generally accepted as providing a reasonable level of safety on the forecourt and also allows for compliance with the non-workplace storage requirements imposed by regulation 13 (Schedule 2) of PCR 2014. This does not mean that greater numbers of containers cannot be legally filled but it will be for you to decide on the appropriate numbers based on a risk assessment and a review of your hazardous area classification; as is required of you by DSEAR.

14) The assessment must take into account the forecourt layout, the filling procedures and how you can ensure adherence with the filling procedures. Where a customer is ‘at work’ they will have duties under DSEAR and the Carriage of Dangerous Goods and Use of Transportable Pressure Equipment Regulations 2009 to ensure that any dispensing and loading of the vehicle is carried out safely, and that person will also have duties to ensure compliance with the subsequent transport and storage legislation.

15) The risks from vapour release, spills and accidental ignition increase with the number of containers being filled; as do the consequences of any ignition. Where for example >10 containers are to be filled at any one time, it is important that in addition to the normal dispensing control measures, the following controls are incorporated into a ‘written’ filling procedure:

- Electrostatic ignition risks must be effectively controlled by ensuring that all containers are placed on the ground when being filled and that the person or persons filling the containers are provided with anti-static footwear.
  
  Note: Regulation 7.5 of DSEAR requires an employer ‘to ensure that appropriate work clothing which does not give rise to electrostatic discharges is provided for use in places classified as hazardous’.

- The build-up of dangerous concentrations of vapours in vans or on high-sided vehicles must be avoided. Removing the containers from the vehicle prior to filling together with a procedure to ensure that container caps are only removed when the container is actually being filled should provide an effective measure to prevent vapour accumulation in/on the carrying vehicle. (Consideration should also be given by the customer to the method of securing the containers in place in/on the vehicle).

- All containers should have their caps securely replaced immediately after filling.

- After filling, containers should remain on the ground for a short period to allow for the safe dispersal of vapours from any wetting caused by petrol splashes or outflows.

- Containers should be filled one at a time. The caps of the other containers, both empty and full, should remain securely closed. This control measure will prevent the escalation of a fire should an ignition occur.

- The place used for the multiple filling of containers will need to be provided with some form of barrier to prevent members of the public entering the hazardous area when filling is in progress.

16) In order to implement effective control measures where the multiple filling of containers is to take place, you must enter into an agreement with the contractor or person requiring the petrol so as to ensure that the procedure is understood and followed by the person or persons filling the containers. This agreement should also
include the number of persons required to safely fill the containers and a time of day when the containers are to be filled.

Note: Regulation 11 of DSEAR imposes a duty on the employer responsible for the workplace to co-ordinate with any other employer sharing the workplace the implementation of fire and explosion control measures.

Controlling ignition sources continued

17) Engines of vehicles should be switched off before dispensing starts. Dispensing equipment should be operated in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions (e.g. equipment designed to be operated by an attendant should be operated only by an attendant). Delivery hoses should not be kinked or stretched.

18) Precautions to be taken when dispensing petrol into the tanks of motor cycles: There are many recorded cases of fires having occurred due to the overfilling of motor cycle and scooter tanks. Due to the close proximity of the tanks to hot engine parts and electrics, petrol vapour has been ignited either immediately upon the tank having been overfilled, or when the motor cycle is being restarted. The reason for overfilling can be associated with the fact that the filling of motor cycle tanks is directly into the portal of the tank and not via a fill pipe as with a car; having the nozzle placed into the fill pipe of a car enables the cut off mechanism to operate before the fuel reaches a level where it can be spilt; this is not always possible with the tank of a motor cycle, particularly when the customer is trying to top up the tank, or during times when the petrol has been adapted for winter temperatures and the fuel is more volatile. In view of this, and also to avoid the contamination of customers' clothing with petrol, the recommendation is to not permit the filling of motor cycles whilst the rider or passenger remains seated on the machine.

19) After dispensing, nozzles should be firmly stowed in their housings; for petrol dispensers this will switch off metering pumps and dispensers or, in the case of centralised pump systems, will isolate hoses from sources of pressure. For autogas dispensers this will close the solenoid valve and may also turn off the pump. If appropriate, hoses should be draped or suspended to avoid damage by moving vehicles, or by contact with abrasive surfaces.

20) If any equipment develops a fault, or if spills, leaks or other emergencies occur during dispensing, those operations should be stopped, and the nozzles returned to their housings. The electrical supply should be isolated from faulty equipment. Dispensing should not be restarted until any faults affecting safety have been corrected or any incidents have been dealt with.

21) Dispensers should be visually checked before the site is opened for business to ensure that no accidental or malicious damage has occurred whilst the forecourt is closed; particular attention being given to the condition of hoses and nozzles. At sites reverting from UMS operation to ASS, these checks should be carried out at changeover time. In the case of UMS, the checks should be carried out on a daily basis.

Note: Having such an inspection regime in place will serve as a control measure to comply with the site operator's duties under S3 HSWA.

Portable LPG cylinders

22) Gas supplier owned cylinders: Cylinders supplied on an exchange empty for full basis are owned by the gas supplier and are designed to be filled by weight. It is a requirement that only the owner or their authorised filler may refill the cylinders.
Customer refillable cylinders

23) Cylinders that are designed to be refilled by the public should be of a type that is recognisable by the forecourt operator and incorporate the following safety features:
   - Be fitted with an overfill prevention device, that prevents the cylinder being filled above 80% of its capacity.
   - Have a fill valve compatible with the nozzle of an autogas dispenser.

It is recommended that where the refilling of cylinders is being allowed a sign headed ‘Cylinder filling operation’ covering the responsibilities of the filler be displayed on or adjacent to the autogas dispenser(s). The sign should include the following:
   - This site allows the filling of cylinders specifically designed to be filled from an autogas dispenser.
   - Do not fill any cylinder that has suffered any damage or that is out of test date.
   - In the event of a leak or overfilling – stop filling immediately and notify the site operator.

Should a forecourt operator choose not to allow these cylinders to be filled on their premises, it is recommended that:
   - clear signage is displayed on or near the autogas dispenser(s) stating that cylinders may not be filled,
   - their personnel are trained to refuse the refilling of cylinders.

To enable cylinders that are designed to be filled by volume to be filled from autogas dispensers, the forecourt operator should comply with the requirements of DSEAR in that they have:
   - Carried out a risk assessment then implemented suitable and sufficient control measures.
   - Trained their staff to ensure that the cylinder is placed level and upright before authorising the dispenser.
   - Trained their staff to recognise the incidents that may occur during the refilling of cylinders and the action to take as the result of an incident involving a cylinder.

A supplier or manufacturer of cylinders that are designed to be refilled from autogas dispensers may provide means by which a forecourt operator may recognise their cylinders.

Additional information is available from the UKLPG.

LPG containers attached to vehicles

(24) LPG containers that are securely attached to a vehicle for heating or cooking purposes may be filled from the autogas dispenser on the provision that they:
   - remain in situ for filling;
   - are fitted with an internal device to physically prevent filling beyond 80% of the full capacity; and
   - have a fixed filling connection external to the vehicle.

Adaptors for autogas filling

25) Dispensers on UK forecourts are fitted with nozzles to connect onto vehicle ‘bayonet’ filling connections, however vehicles, especially from continental Europe, may have other designs of filling connections so drivers then carry adaptors so that they can fill at any forecourt autogas dispenser.

26) Site operators should have a policy in place for the use of adaptors, this could be that the use of adaptors is not permitted. Alternatively, should they have satisfied themselves that they have identified and implemented the control measures that address the additional risks associated with the use of adaptors, they may consider their use. Their policy should be included in the training of forecourt staff.
27) When an adaptor is used by a customer the forecourt attendants needs to be aware of the following:
- The released volume of gas is much greater than when disconnecting from a normal fill coupling.
- Some adaptors use small bore connections to secure the adaptor to the vehicle. These connections can be easily damaged or distorted by the weight of the nozzle.
- The adaptor relies on a seal which must be present and in good condition to guarantee a seal during filling.
- In extreme cases the flow may be reduced causing higher load on the LPG pump and/or it is outside the calibrated range of the dispenser. This usually results in the meter under reading.
- The extra length of the adaptor will provide a greater bending movement. If the fill coupling has not been properly installed this can distort the panel of a vehicle or even cause the thread of the adaptor to shear leaving the broken piece in the nozzle.
- The nozzle must be disconnected from the adaptor before it is removed. Should the adaptor be removed first or break whilst in the nozzle, the adaptor will hold open the nozzle valve and allow the contents of the hose to escape.
- If a vehicle drives away whilst still connected, the adaptor may shear before the hose pull-a-way coupling parts.
- If the adaptor is not correctly fitted there is a risk of unscrewing the adaptor when disconnecting the filler nozzle.

Forecourt attendants

28) Although not an age restriction stipulated in PCR 2014 or any other health and safety legislation, it is recommended that no one under the age of 18 years should be left in sole charge of a filling station and no one under the age of 16 is to be a forecourt attendant.

Mobile devices

In this section of guidance, an electronic device can be thought of as any mobile device that may be used on a forecourt, such as a mobile phone, tablet, camera, laptop computer, or any other type of device, such as a smartwatch.

29) Generally electronic devices used by the public are not designed and certified for use in explosive atmospheres. Their use can also create a serious distraction for people carrying out dispensing activities. Radio transmissions from individual electronic devices are generally too low to induce dangerous electric currents in nearby equipment and the risk of incendive sparking from the battery is low; however, they should not be used in the hazardous areas that exist when actually dispensing petrol. Neither should they be used in the hazardous areas around the fill and vent pipes during petrol deliveries.

30) Rather than applying a total prohibition on the use of electronic devices on filling station forecourts, which has resulted in some anomalies and frequent abuse to staff, the following controls are recommended:
- electronic devices should not be used by customers or forecourt staff whilst actually dispensing petrol;
- during petrol deliveries electronic devices should not be used on those parts of the site that have been designated as hazardous areas by the site operator or the driver, and
GUIDANCE ON MANAGING THE RISKS OF FIRE AND EXPLOSION

- electronic devices should not be used during other petrol handling operations or during the maintenance of petrol equipment unless a specific assessment shows the risks are negligible.

31) There is no need to restrict the use of electronic devices, with respect to the safe keeping of petrol, at other times or in other areas of the forecourt. This includes in the shop, in motor vehicles parked on the forecourt or in other non-hazardous areas.

32) The use of radio equipment fitted on emergency vehicles and citizen band (CB) radios may create an ignition risk. These types of transmitting equipment do have a power output sufficient to induce dangerous electrical currents in nearby fixtures and they should not be allowed to be used at the dispensing points or in the vicinity of the road tanker when unloading. It should be noted that the radio equipment mounted on most emergency vehicles is under automatic interrogation from the base station. This means that radio messages are being received and transmitted without anyone speaking into a hand set. It is the duty of all employers to comply with DSEAR, and therefore they should carry out a risk assessment and implement all identified control measures to ensure the safety of their employees when working within the hazardous zones where a potentially explosive atmosphere may occur on a petrol forecourt. This would include the process fuelling of vehicles fitted with radio equipment within the hazardous zones associated with petrol, LPG (and as relevant LNG) dispensers; and during road tanker discharge, if this operation is taking place at the time.

Customer payment applications for electronic devices

33) Where site operators offer payment by electronic device, the traditional warning sign informing the customer of a prohibition on the use of electronic devices (for example, ‘Switch off Mobile Phones’ can cause confusion and reduce adherence to such signage. Customer demand for payment by electronic device and the need to reduce confusing messages sent to the consumer on sites has been considered, with the following signage option proposed for site operators to adopt where electronic device payment is permitted.

- Where a PFS has the facilities to do so, and wishes to offer payment by electronic device, signage should be changed to show a prohibition of electronic devices apart from for payment purposes only. See example to the right.
- This sign will discourage any use of an electronic device on the forecourt, other than for payment. Further safety guidance should be provided within the app, which includes a request for the user to remain in the vehicle whilst using the application.

34) Where a PFS does not wish to offer payment by electronic device, or does not have the facilities to do so, it can continue to use the current sign, which prohibits electronic device use on the forecourt altogether. This has the benefit that only sites that wish to use electronic device payments will have to make any changes to the current forecourt and should avoid any further customer or industry confusion.

Portable credit/debit card terminals

35) The introduction of high security chip and PIN credit/debit cards together with the requirement to provide equivalent services for disabled drivers has created a need for portable credit/debit card terminals to be used at the disabled driver’s vehicle after it has been filled with petrol.
36) Not all portable credit/debit card terminals will be suitable for use in Zone 1 or Zone 2 areas. They may be used, however, on the forecourt by trained attendants provided suitable procedures are established and adopted that will prevent the terminals from being taken into the temporary hazardous areas that will arise during petrol dispensing. The procedure will include the attendant ensuring that there are no petrol spillages in the area and that petrol is not being dispensed from any nozzles within 1 metre of where the terminal is to be used.

Housekeeping:

37) In order to reduce the risk of a fire on the forecourt, there should be a maintenance regime in place that will ensure waste bins on the forecourt are regularly emptied and combustible refuse is not allowed to accumulate within the curtilage of the filling station.

Such a preventative measure is especially important at sites operating as UMS.

MITIGATION MEASURES (DSEAR REGULATION 6(5)) & ARRANGEMENTS TO DEAL WITH ACCIDENTS, INCIDENTS AND EMERGENCIES (DSEAR REGULATION 8)

38) In order to comply with the requirements of regulation 6(5) and regulation 8, the site operator will need to make arrangements to prevent the spread of any outbreak of fire on the forecourt and have procedures and equipment in place to deal with any emergencies.

39) In the practical terms of a petrol filling station, the site operator must have arrangements in place to deal with any fire on the forecourt or any spillages of petrol or releases of autogas.

40) Where the site functions in an AS or an ASS mode, a suitably trained employee (the attendant) should be in a position to immediately:
   − call the fire and rescue service or ambulance;
   − tackle a fire if it is safe to do so;
   − deal with any spillage of petrol or diesel (the latter to avoid a situation of vehicles skidding or persons slipping when entering the dispensing area);
   − deal with any incidents involving an autogas dispenser (on sites where there is an autogas facility);
   − close the site down, should that be necessary;
   − shutdown any defective dispenser, and
   − render assistance to any customer who has been splashed or drenched with petrol or who has suffered any other accidental injury; for example, cold burns from being in contact with autogas.

Note: The provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) and training to avoid skin contact with liquid phase propane (autogas) and deal with cold burns is the site operator’s duty under the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002.

41) Experience has shown that fires on forecourts are infrequent events; therefore, on the balance of probability, there are likely to be more instances of spillages (and consequential contamination of customer’s clothing) than that of fire.

42) For filling stations that function in the UMS modes, the immediacy of reactions to an event by a trained attendant will not be available, so the site operator will have to put in place special arrangements to comply with their DSEAR statutory duties.

43) Guidance on the appropriate measures to deal with spillages is given in paragraph 79 of this section.
**PROHIBITIONS IN REGULATION 12 OF THE PETROLEUM (CONSOLIDATION) REGULATIONS 2014**

44) In order to comply with the requirements of regulation 12, site operators will need to have control measures in place that will ensure that:
- The petrol is dispensed directly into the fuel tank of a motor vehicle or motor boat.
- The only containers to be filled with petrol are suitable portable containers or demountable fuel tanks.

Note: The exceptions to the above restrictions are where petrol is dispensed for maintenance or calibration purposes.
- No person under the age of 16 years is allowed to operate a petrol dispenser.
- Petrol is not supplied (sold) to any person under the age of 16 years.

Note: With the exception of the supply of petrol to <16s, the above prohibitions apply to the site operator and to the person (customer) dispensing the petrol. For example, a person dispensing petrol, at a UMS site, into an unsuitable container will be in breach of regulation 12.

**TRAINING OF FORECOURT ATTENDANTS AND STAFF/CONTRACTORS REQUIRED TO RESPOND TO INCIDENTS**

45) It is a requirement of the DSEAR (regulation 9) and the Management of Health and Safety Regulations 1999 to provide adequate training and relevant information for all employees involved in the storage and handling of any dangerous substances. It will, therefore, be necessary to identify the training and retraining needs of forecourt staff and responders by an assessment of the risks relating to fire and explosion.

46) Training in matters relating to the dispensing operation for sites functioning in AS or ASS modes should include:
- procedures for activating and controlling dispensers (including autogas dispensers where installed);
- the method of operating the dispensers (in the case of autogas, the method of connecting the nozzle to the fill point on the vehicle);
- safe dispensing procedures (including the dispensing of autogas);
- the site operator’s policy on the use of autogas nozzle adaptors and the correct use of adaptors where the policy permits;
- use of customer information systems, e.g. public address systems;
- safe filling of portable petrol containers;
- dealing with customers’ enquiries on safety matters;
- spillage control and emergency procedures during dispensing including the theoretical use of the types of fire extinguishers provided;
- recognising the circumstances when it is not safe to authorise a dispenser and when pre-authorisation should be over-ridden;
- understanding customer behaviour and unacceptable customer practices;
- dealing with customers that have been splashed with petrol or suffering from cold burns (See paragraph 39)
- when and how to summon further assistance, including calling the emergency services, and
- procedures for closing part or all of the site when there has been a malfunction of equipment or a fire or spillage incident, including electrical isolation of relevant equipment.
47) For sites that are functioning in UMS mode, it will be necessary to train the staff, or contractors that have the responsibility for attending/responding to incidents on the forecourts in:
- procedures for activating and controlling dispensers;
- safe dispensing procedures;
- use of systems for monitoring, communicating with and controlling equipment, e.g. CCTV, dispenser controls, emergency and information telephones or other communication systems or equipment control systems;
- safe filling of portable petrol containers;
- dealing with customers' enquiries on safety matters;
- spillage control and emergency procedures during dispensing including the theoretical use of the types of fire extinguishers provided;
- understanding customer behaviour and unacceptable customer practices;
- dealing with customers that have been splashed with petrol;
- when and how to summon further assistance, including calling the emergency services, and
- procedures for closing part or all of the site when there has been a malfunction of equipment or a fire or spillage incident, including electrical isolation of relevant equipment.

SITES OPERATING IN UNMANNED MODE

Overview

48) The decision to operate a filling station in UMS mode will usually emanate from a business perspective or in the case of remote rural locations by the civic need to provide a local facility on a 'cost effective' basis. The extent of engineered and managed controls will need careful consideration to ensure that any emergencies or incidents are effectively and quickly dealt with. When determining the level of management control measures to put in place, three important points must be borne in mind:
- any incident may involve a customer being in a state of distress and in need of personal assistance;
- the emergency services, especially the fire and rescue service, should not be relied upon to deal with minor incidents; this is the responsibility of the site operator, and
- the number of dispensing operations carried out in any given period of time, as there is a correlation between usage, throughput and risk.

49) It is important for the site operator to bear in mind when operating in UMS mode that the customers using the facility are doing so by invitation and on some occasions by enticement when cut-price fuel is on offer. Whilst it is recognised that there are financial benefits for the site operator to run the business without the presence of staff on the forecourt, the employer’s statutory duty under section 3 of HSWA is no different to that when a site is in ASS or AS operation.

50) In the case of a remote rural (civic amenity) filling station (UMS 1 only) where the site operator (or an agent) resides within the community, there may be no need for site monitoring (other than a daily check) and the means for a customer or passer-by to seek assistance or give warning of a problem can simply be:
- a notice giving directions to the site operator’s/agent’s house; or
- the provision of a telephone with the site operator’s/agent’s name and number conspicuously displayed, and
- signage for the prohibition on underage sales and the restrictions on the types/capacities of containers that can be filled.
51) At the other end of the spectrum there are multi-pumped high-throughput sites that may warrant enhanced control measures such as a sophisticated and integrated remote monitoring system.

52) When deciding whether a filling station is suitable for UMS operation, an important point that must be considered by the operator is the ability to control underage petrol sales and the filling of inappropriate containers. For example, any instances of anti-social behaviour by juveniles using pit and trials bikes in the neighbourhood of the filling station may lead to the attempted purchase of petrol by under 16s. The wider availability of debit cards to juveniles and the absence of an attendant may make such locations more attractive for under 16s to attempt to obtain petrol. Similarly, operators should be aware of the potential for inappropriate containers to be filled, especially during anticipated fuel shortages or during any periods of civil disturbances.

53) The above legal obligations should be assessed in the decision-making process; the mere provision of warning signage and restricted payment by credit and debit card may not prove to be sufficient to prevent under age sales and the filling of inappropriate containers.

Autogas:

54) Customers should not be allowed to dispense autogas at UMS or sites (see paragraphs 23-26).

Two phase risk assessment (continued from paragraph 7):

55) Phase 1 of the risk assessment should be an assessment of the risks of damage being sustained to the dispensing and safety equipment by the actions of vandals and other persons of an unruly nature. Sites where vandalism has occurred or is likely to occur (if it is open for business without any supervision) should only be considered suitable for UMS operation where effective control measures can be employed to deter damage to equipment.

56) Phase 2 should comprise a more detailed assessment that considers the following points:
   - the site’s location to determine if any incidents arising during dispensing can be contained within the curtilage of the site;
   - the number of all dispensing operations carried out and/or the throughput of petrol and diesel anticipated for an UMS or for the periods of time that a site is to be operated in UMS mode; and
   - selecting the appropriate level of control measures (see paragraphs 41-49);
   - the range and location of equipment/facilities and a response procedure to deal with foreseeable emergency incidents;
   - proposed ‘managed’ and ‘engineered’ control measures including those built into the installed equipment; and
   - road tanker deliveries, but only in respect of deliveries that may take place when the site is in UMS operation.

Note: Number of dispensing operations will normally be measured in hourly time periods.

57) The PEA (in England and Wales) can also use section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 to request information from the local Police and Fire and Rescue Service, as well as the operator, as to the history of the site with respect to vandalism, theft and other issues that could impinge on safe operation of the site, particularly a UMS site.
PEAs can then use this information to challenge operator risk assessments (where such activity does not appear to have been considered) and ensure any concerns are properly addressed by the operator.

**Management control measures:**

58) The management control measures for UMS sites would, typically, include:
- The site operator or a trained member of staff being on call.
- An emergency procedure for responding to incidents and assisting customers.
- A procedure for carrying out inspections at UMS. At sites alternating between ASS and UMS operation, this procedure should be carried out at the changeover time.
- Procedures for checking, testing and maintaining emergency equipment.
- Where the site is monitored remotely by live CCTV, the control room staff should be trained in the operation of the equipment within their sphere of responsibility, and in any emergency procedures which they may have to instigate.
- Where a site alternates between ASS and UMS modes of operation it would be appropriate for a hand-over check list to be used to identify that the appropriate control measures are in place each time the site moves into UMS mode. This check should include ensuring that all the emergency equipment is present and in working order and the memory buttons on the emergency telephone are still programmed-in and operable.

59) A procedure must be in place for a trained person to attend the site within a realistic time period to deal with any reported incidents. Consideration can be given to installing a remote CCTV monitoring system with direct two-way communication with the forecourt as this will provide an immediate response to advise a person in difficulties and an initial assessment of the severity of the incident can be made and relayed to the person available to attend the incident. However, remote supervision of the site should not in all instances be considered as a pre-requisite to UMS operation as the primary control measure is the physical response to the site by a trained person. The time taken for a trained person to attend an incident will be site and location specific, see Table 6.

60) Incidents of sudden hose or coupling failures are foreseeable events that can result in the customer becoming splashed or sprayed with petrol. The consequences of such an incident occurring when a site is in UMS operation has to be addressed in the risk assessment so that effective control measures to mitigate against serious personal injury can be put in place.

**Engineered control measures:**

61) The following is a list of basic engineered control measures that should be applied to UMS sites:
- limiting devices on each dispenser set to prevent the continuous operation for more than three minutes and a continuous outflow of more than 100 litres (or the equivalent monetary amount);
- removal of any latching mechanisms fitted to nozzles;
- adequate illumination of the dispensing area and the position(s) of the emergency equipment;
- restricting the sale of petrol to credit/debit/fuel card transactions only in order to limit access to children and minimise misuse;
- displaying a notice detailing the restrictions on the types of containers that can be filled with petrol, and
- a CCTV system.
Enhanced (engineered) control measures:

62) Enhanced control measures will normally comprise some form of remote monitoring and supervision of a site. The important feature of remote supervision is a permanently manned control centre (referred to as Alarm Response Centres in BS EN 50518-1 2013 Monitoring and alarm receiving centre) with:
   − a live CCTV system that covers the dispensing areas and the emergency cabinet;
   − two-way communication with customers on the forecourt;
   − the capability of closing the site, or isolating the power to one or all of the dispensers;
   − the capability of contacting the emergency services covering the county or area where the site is located, and
   − the capability of dispatching a trained responder to the site.

Note: There are remote surveillance systems available that include a ‘prompt’ feature to highlight activities on site which could lead to intervention by trained control centre staff. The ‘prompts’ would/could include:
   − failure of CCTV camera(s), which would result in closure to be instigated by the control centre;
   − a discriminating movement/mass/action system which would, for example, prompt should there not be a vehicle present adjacent to the dispenser when a fuelling transaction is initialised. Or that people are moving about on the forecourt, but making no effort to operate a dispenser;
   − a variable pre-set frequency prompt i.e. this could be a prompt for every tenth transaction, used to ensure that control centre staff monitor the general site conditions from time to time;
   − abnormal dispenser running time/if the dispensing is stopped by the 100 L/ three minute limiter;
   − repeated rapid nozzle removal and replacement;
   − repeated authorisation attempts at payment system;
   − opening of emergency cabinet/operation of emergency switch;
   − operation of customer communication system, and
   − a fire/smoke/vapour detection system.

Emergency equipment:

63) Emergency equipment made available for customers to use when the site is functioning in UMS modes will include the following items:
   − petrol pumps isolation switch. This may be of the ‘push button’ design or interlocked with the door of the emergency cabinet. More detailed guidance on emergency isolation switches is given in clause 9.6 of the Blue Book. See Note a below;
   − a means for communicating quickly and directly with site personnel and the emergency services. An adjacent notice should display the site’s name and address and emergency telephone number. Where a blanking plate is fitted to the telephone to permit the use of selected buttons with pre-set memories only, the ‘9’ button should not be covered by the plate so that in the event of a memory loss to the pre-set buttons, it will still be possible for the emergency services to be contacted in the conventional way;
   − notice displaying the actions to be taken in case of emergency, and
   − an appropriate number of dry powder fire extinguishers and a container of dry sand or other absorbent material to deal with small spillages. See Note ii.
GUIDANCE ON MANAGING THE RISKS OF FIRE AND EXPLOSION

Notes:

i) At sites which alternate between ASS and UMS, there should be no need to install an additional petrol pump isolation switch if the existing external isolation switch is conspicuously marked 'PETROL PUMPS SWITCH OFF HERE' and is in a position that is clearly visible from the dispensing position(s) of the UMS pumps. Where there is an autogas facility, this switch should also isolate the power supply to the autogas dispenser(s).

ii) When a site is in AS or ASS operation there should always be staff available that are trained in the use of extinguishers, therefore, the number of extinguishers provided should be in accordance with Table 1 (section 4.11) of the Blue Book. The same will not apply at an UMS site and the likelihood that at the time of fire there is a customer or passer-by being on hand who is trained in how to use an extinguisher is remote. For this reason, there should normally be no need to make available more than 2 x 4,5 kg dry powder extinguishers at UMS sites; the preference being given to dry powder extinguishers because of their effectiveness when used by untrained persons.

64) The location of the above equipment should be conspicuous so that it can be seen from the dispensing areas. It should also be at a safe distance from the potentially wetted areas should any spillages or leakages occur when the dispensers are in use.

65) If the equipment is located in a cabinet, the enclosure should be clearly marked to indicate the equipment it contains. Alternatively, the door could be fully glazed so that the customers can see the equipment. The method of securing the door to cabinet should not impede immediate access in the case of an emergency.

66) Consideration should be given to providing an additional telephone (to the one installed for emergency use) for customers to seek non-emergency advice or to notify the site operator of any instances of equipment not working properly etc.

Notes:

i) Information on the display of warning notices and graphic symbols of CCTV surveillance is given in Annex A to this section.

ii) For a summary of dispensing control measures see Table 6.

ATTENDED SELF SERVICE SITES

67) The principle of ASS is that there will always be one or more trained attendants exercising direct control over the forecourt, with the number of attendants being correlated to the number of dispensing hoses that can be in operation at any point in time; this ratio usually equating to one attendant per eight hoses.

68) When operating in ASS mode the site operator will need to decide on the degree of control exercised by the attendants over the forecourt activities. In practice this will be the pre or post-authorisation of the dispensers; a decision to be made on a risk assessed basis. At some sites forecourt control may alternate between pre and post-authorisation.

69) When a site is operating ASS with pre-authorisation, there are the risks of either the attendant becoming incapacitated or failing to devote sufficient attention to the forecourt operation. A method of controlling this risk would be to put limits on the number of dispensing operations that may be carried out without authorisation, or the time for which a site may operate without the need for a transaction to be authorised. Limits of 10 transactions and 10 minutes would be appropriate to address the risk.
Note: Pre-authorisation (including Pay @ Pump dispensers) removes the need for the attendant to authorise the dispensers for each transaction.

70) There are two levels of pre-authorisation operation: ‘level one’ where the attendant remains at the control point, or is immediately available on the forecourt, and ‘level two’ where the attendant is in the immediate vicinity of the control point. An example of the ‘level 1’ would be where payment is made at some or all of the dispensers by credit/debit card; whereas an example of the ‘level 2’ would be at quiet times of trading so as to release the attendant from the control point for other shop duties.

Pre-authorisation of dispensers – ‘Level 1’:

71) The decision to operate the site at ‘Level 1’ pre-authorisation should only be taken after a risk assessment has been carried out and it can be demonstrated that the monitoring exercised by the forecourt staff will maintain the same level of vigilance as would be the case if the dispensers had to be authorised for each transaction. The attendants will still need to be vigilant to the customers’ actions at the commencement of and during the dispensing activity. In order to prevent persons under 16 years of age from having access to petrol and minimise misuse, pre-authorised dispensers should only be activated by a credit/debit card payment facility.

Pre-authorisation of dispensers – ‘Level 2’:

72) ‘Level 2’ pre-authorisation is only suitable at quiet rural sites and other sites at quiet trading periods when there are the occasional customers on the forecourt. With ‘Level 2’, the attendant can be involved with other work; however, this is conditional on he/she being in a position to monitor the forecourt so as to intervene if any unsafe practices are about or are taking place. Under these circumstances there should be a limit on the time and number of transactions before it is necessary to authorise a transaction (see paragraph 69).

73) Depending on the size of the forecourt and the configuration of the dispensers, there may be one or more combined control and pay points. The control point should be positioned so as to afford the attendant with an unobstructed view of all the dispensing areas. At sites where this is impracticable, the installation of a CCTV system or the strategic fixing of mirrors can overcome any blind spots.

Control points:

74) The location and design of the control point should allow the attendants a clear and unrestricted view of all the dispensers so far as is reasonably practicable, so that they can prevent unsafe practices and if necessary switch off the dispenser, if for instance:

- inappropriate containers are being filled with petrol, or containers are not placed on the forecourt when being filled with petrol (static discharge hazard);
- sources of ignition are present (i.e. smoking, vehicle engine still running, radio transmitting equipment operating);
- inappropriate use of the dispenser (i.e. devices being used to hold open the trigger mechanism on the nozzle, the hose being over-stretched/damaged due to the vehicle position, and
- a child appearing under 16 attempting to obtain petrol.

Note: Latching mechanisms on nozzles should be removed or disarmed.

75) A public address system should be provided so that the attendant(s) can quickly give instructions to customers on the forecourt.

Management of the forecourt:

76) Whether the site adopts pre or post authorisation of the dispensers, the site operator
will need to ensure that proper supervision of the forecourt is achieved particularly during busy times or when the site is taking delivery of petrol or other provisions. In carrying out the assessment of the ability of staff to supervise the dispensing operations the site operator will need to consider:

- appropriate staffing levels;
- other duties expected of staff (i.e. re-stocking shelves, sales, petrol deliveries) during times the forecourt is open for business;
- management of forecourt staff, and
- training of forecourt staff (see paragraphs 42–44).

Where the forecourt layout gives rise to poor visibility of dispensers, additional methods of work will need to be introduced for the forecourt staff. It may be necessary to delay authorisation (or to cancel the pre-authorisation) of a specific pump until a temporary obstruction to vision has moved away or instructions may be given over the public address system for the customer to move to an alternative pump. When portable containers to be filled are out of the attendant’s line of vision it may also be necessary to use the public address system to ask the customer to show the container, prior to filling, so that it can be identified as being suitable.

ATTENDED SERVICE OPERATION

Whenever an attended service filling station is open for business, a trained attendant should be available to operate the dispensing equipment. The attendant should not allow customers to operate the equipment with or without supervision.

DEALING WITH SPILLAGES

Spillages of petrol when dispensing activities are taking place are foreseeable events and control measures and equipment should be in place to deal with such occurrences. Experience has shown that spillages can be put into the following three general categories in the order of frequency:

- Blow-backs from the fuel tank or container when the liquid level is reaching full capacity. Due to the safety features designed into the dispenser nozzle, this type of spillage will normally only involve a small quantity of petrol; most of which will quickly evaporate on the forecourt surface.
- A leak from a defective fuel tank of the vehicle being refuelled. This type of spillage can arise from the sudden and catastrophic failure of the fuel tank resulting in the full contents being discharged onto the forecourt. The quantity can be in the region of 50 litres if the failure occurs when the tank is full, or if both the customer and the site staff are unaware of the leak and dispensing continues.
- The failure of a hose coupling or a leak from a hose that has been cut or stabbed by vandals. This is, potentially, the most serious type of leak as it can result in the customer being splashed with petrol. In a worst-case scenario, there is the possibility of a customer being ‘showered’ with petrol if, for example, there is a coupling or hose failure on a ‘high hose’ dispenser.

At sites functioning in an AS or an ASS mode, site operators should ensure that the trained attendant has received adequate instruction to deal with spillages of petrol (and releases of autogas, where relevant). This should include the provision of written emergency procedures (an action plan) that can be readily accessed and implemented. In particular site operators will need to consider their response to the
scale of a spillage and provide appropriate training to their staff in the implementation of this duty. For example, the circumstances under which dispensing operations at the petrol filling station should be suspended and the emergency services called; and circumstances where the spillage may be appropriately and safely dealt with by trained staff using dry sand or other absorbent material, which should be available.

81) In the case of a customer (or employee) is sprayed or splashed with petrol, there should be first-aid provision to enable washing of the affected parts of their body (and arrange further medical assistance as necessary) and where clothing is contaminated with petrol, there are appropriate facilities to enable the customer/employee to safely remove contaminated clothing.

82) The site operator will need to consider where a person can be safely treated without risk of ignition. The site operator should also have available spare clothing; e.g. ‘disposable’ cover-all suit; and means for safely handling the contaminated clothing; e.g. plastic ‘bin’ bag and provide advice/assistance in its safe treatment.

83) At all sites functioning in UMS mode, the site operator needs to consider how adequate emergency arrangements to deal with spillages of petrol (and releases of autogas, where relevant) are to be provided; in particularly accidents/incidents where a customer is splashed with petrol, or the spillage is of such a size to be a risk to individuals.

84) A facility such as an alarm, intercom or telephone should be provided to enable a customer in an emergency situation to promptly contact a responsible person appointed by the site operator who is able to assist the customer in dealing with the emergency and initiate further response as required. The alarm, intercom or telephone etc. should be in a safe position remote from potential ignition sources. It should be clearly indicated, and clear instructions should be displayed on its use. The site operator will also need to consider how provision is to be made to enable a customer if splashed with quantities of petrol causing or likely to cause injury, to wash this from their body; and remove/deal with contaminated clothing.

Note: See Table 6 for guidance on control measures.

ASSESSING THE RISKS

85) When you assess the risks associated with dispensing operations you will need to take into account the way you operate your site. Consider how the equipment is operated and identify how spills could occur. Then consider the possible ways to prevent each event, and measures to mitigate if it does happen. You will need to decide whether the precautions you have in place are sufficient to control the risk.

86) Table 5 shows one way you could go through this process. The control measures column gives some examples of the precautions that could be taken; there may well be alternatives. Also, some measures are more appropriate to new sites or those being refurbished than older existing sites, where the cost of them could be disproportionate to the risk. Remember that you must provide sufficient control measures to keep the risk to people's safety as low as is reasonably practicable.
Table 5: Controlling the risks from dispensing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Control measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Vehicle access | Vehicle collision with petrol dispenser while manoeuvring on site | – Provide impact check valves at the base of the dispensers using pressure delivery  
– Provide shear valves at the base of the pumps using suction delivery  
– Protect dispensers by mounting on properly designed plinths and/or provide safety barriers  
– Hoses should be draped to avoid damage by moving vehicles.  
– Provide, maintain and mark clear routes to, from and around dispensers  
– Ensure adequate lighting  
– Train staff to take appropriate action if collision occurs  
– Ensure that spills of petrol, diesels etc. are cleared up promptly; the latter to reduce the risk of vehicles skidding |
| Vehicle collision where vehicles are refuelled on highway | – Only use attendant operated procedures  
– Train staff to take appropriate action if collision occurs  
– Provide notices to alert pedestrians to refuelling activity and hazards |
| Dispensers | Leak from damaged dispenser | – Check that dispensers are undamaged, working and are properly maintained  
– Do not allow damaged dispensers to be used/activated |
| | Leak from damaged hose or nozzle | – Use dispensers with volume or time limited cut-offs, or fit such devices to existing dispensers  
– Ensure that dispenser nozzles and couplings etc. are regularly inspected and properly maintained  
– Do not allow dispensers with damaged hoses etc. to be used  
– De-activate hold-open devices on the nozzles of self-service dispensers  
– Draw up procedures for emergency shut down |
| | Petrol spilled during dispensing | – Draw up emergency procedures and train staff  
– Provide and maintain emergency equipment  
– Provide sand to absorb small spills  
– Provide changing/washing facilities (including disposable coverall suits) for customers/employees who are splashed with petrol |
| | Member of public drives away during refuelling | – Install breakaway couplings  
– Draw up procedures for emergency shut down |
| Static Electricity | Ignition of vapours | – Make sure that the resistance of the forecourt surface does not have a resistance exceeding $10^8$ $\Omega$  
– Train staff to ensure that portable containers $>5$ litres capacity are placed on the forecourt before the pump is commissioned. At unattended self-service sites, a notice to this effect should be displayed at the dispenser(s) |
| General | | – Train staff to take appropriate action if a leak or spill occurs  
– Control ignition sources in hazardous area  
– Train staff not to activate dispensers when potential ignition sources are present  
– Train staff to take appropriate action where there is a fault or malfunction with the Stage 2 vapour recovery system |
### Table 6: Dispensing control measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type/mode of operation</th>
<th>Forecourt supervision</th>
<th>Emergency response</th>
<th>Engineered control measures</th>
<th>Managed control measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attended Service (AS)</td>
<td>Attendant dispensing into customers’ vehicles</td>
<td>Attendant trained to deal with minor incidents and to call emergency services if necessary</td>
<td>Provision of fire extinguishers and supply of dry sand or absorbent material. Appropriate signage (underage sales, suitable containers etc)</td>
<td>Trained and competent staff available on site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended Self Service (ASS)</td>
<td>Attendant with vision of dispensing operations. (self-service equipment in shop). Authorising dispensing transactions</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>As above plus latch pins removed from nozzles and 100 litre limit per transaction. Each attendant only able to authorise eight dispensing operations at any one time.</td>
<td>As above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended Self Service with pre-approval ASS with pay@pump</td>
<td>Attendant with vision of forecourt operations supervising dispensing operations. Dispensing is pre-approved but attendant available to stop any unlawful dispensing</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>As above plus three-minute time limit per transaction. Pre-authorisation system to allow only 10 transactions before requiring reset by authorising of a transaction</td>
<td>As above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type/mode of operation</td>
<td>Forecourt supervision</td>
<td>Emergency response</td>
<td>Engineered control measures</td>
<td>Managed control measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unmanned site (UMS 1) Serving a community. Local Operation</strong></td>
<td>Petrol filling station monitored and managed by trained and competent person(s) living or working near to site.</td>
<td>Attendance to an incident on the forecourt by a trained/competent person should be within 5 minutes. If this is not achievable the operator should identify why a longer timeframe may be considered acceptable, based on a site-specific risk assessment. See note**</td>
<td>Provision of fire extinguishers and absorbent material. Appropriate signage (underage sales, suitable containers etc.). Provision of replacement clothing, eye washing facilities and first aid kit. Latch pins removed from nozzles, 100 litre limit per transaction. Emergency stop button. (Phone may not be required if trained person can be alerted and attend site promptly).</td>
<td>Trained and competent person(s) available (may not be employed). Site safety inspection plan/check list to be in place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unmanned out of normal hours (UMS 2)</strong></td>
<td>When operating unmanned mode, dispensing operations to be monitored either by direct vision from adjacent premises or via live CCTV.</td>
<td>As UMS 1 above</td>
<td>Provision of fire extinguishers and absorbent material. Appropriate signage (underage sales, suitable containers etc.). Provision of replacement clothing, eye washing facilities and first aid kit. Latch pins removed from nozzles, 100 litre limit per transaction. Emergency stop button. Live CCTV monitoring if no direct vision from adjacent premises. Alarm to sound at monitoring point if emergency stop button used. Instructions to customer sign, with address of site details.</td>
<td>Trained and competent person(s) available to attend site within 5 minutes. Safety inspection plan/check list to be used when transitioning from ASS to UMS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type/mode of operation</td>
<td>Forecourt supervision</td>
<td>Emergency response</td>
<td>Engineered control measures</td>
<td>Managed control measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmanned serving a community, Commercial Operation (UMS 3)</td>
<td>Forecourt dispensing locations and emergency cabinet to have live monitoring via intuitive CCTV system by Alarm Receiving Centre with EN 50518-1 accreditation. Having two-way communication with customers and capability of closing site or isolating power to one or more dispensers, and of dispatching trained responder or local emergency services.</td>
<td>As UMS 1 &amp; UMS 2 above</td>
<td>Provision of fire extinguishers and absorbent material. Appropriate signage (underage sales, suitable containers etc.). Provision of replacement clothing, eye washing facilities and first aid kit. Latch pins removed from nozzles, 100 litre limit per transaction. Emergency stop button. Alarm to sound at monitoring point if emergency stop button used or intuitive prompts triggered. Instructions to customer sign, with address of site details.</td>
<td>Trained and competent person(s) available to attend site in event of an incident. Safety inspection plan/check list to be in place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmanned commercially operated high volume (UMS 4)</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>As UMS 1, UMS 2 and UMS 3 above</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>As above.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** It is the responsibility of the site operator to initiate and provide a physical emergency response. They must not be reliant on the emergency services as the primary responder.
8.6 DECOMMISSIONING

INTRODUCTION

1) Where equipment used for storing or dispensing of petrol is taken out of use, DSEAR[1] require operators to ensure that the work is carried out safely and that the equipment is left in a safe state.

2) Taking equipment out of use is a specialist activity and, as a site operator or owner, you are unlikely to carry out the work yourself. Seek advice from a contractor, the enforcing authority or, if necessary, the site owner about:
   a) whether you should take equipment out of use permanently or temporarily;
   b) what methods will be necessary and appropriate for the circumstances of the site and the equipment, the results of a risk assessment will help to answer this, and
   c) how the work should be carried out.

METHODS OF TAKING EQUIPMENT OUT OF USE

3) The following paragraphs describe what you need to consider when you intend to take equipment out of use. Guidance on technical aspects of the work, including the selection and use of particular methods, is given in: the Blue Book[2], the EI’s Guidelines for uplift of petroleum products from filling station and customer storage tanks[46]. In addition, the Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002 (L138)[27] gives practical advice on assessing the risk from, and the design and use of, plant, equipment and workplaces which handle or process dangerous substances. The ACoP also includes measures for making redundant plant and equipment safe.

4) Your trade association may also be able to offer you some advice.

TAKING EQUIPMENT OUT OF USE PERMANENTLY

5) If there is no intention to use equipment in the future, either for economic reasons or because it is damaged and cannot be repaired, it should be taken out of use permanently.

TAKING EQUIPMENT OUT OF USE TEMPORARILY

6) Equipment may be taken out of use temporarily for a variety of reasons. For example, a storage tank may be taken out of use for cleaning, modification or during reconstruction of a petrol station, but will remain in place for future storage of petrol or alternative substances such as diesel or heating fuels. Before expiry of a lease, a site may stop storing and dispensing petrol, but it may need to be returned to the owner with equipment in situ, functional and safe. In this case, suitable and appropriate measures will need to be taken to bring equipment safely back into use.

SAFE SYSTEMS OF WORK

7) A systematic examination of all the tasks associated with the decommissioning works should first be carried out for the purposes of identifying all the hazards associated with the decommissioning works. The system of work should be a formal process that defines safe methods of work so as to ensure that hazards are eliminated or that risks are minimised. The Approved Code of Practice and Guidance Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002[27] provides further information.
METHOD STATEMENT

8) A suitable method statement should be prepared by the person carrying out the work. The statement should be comprehensive; for example, a method statement for taking a tank out of use should include information on how the supply lines, vent pipes and other related equipment will be made safe.

9) Where the proposed work is a high-risk activity, stricter controls will be required and the work should only be carried out against previously agreed safety procedures by implementing a permit-to-work system.

STORAGE TANKS AND PIPEWORK

10) Tanks (and individual compartments, where appropriate) and pipework taken out of use permanently may be removed from the site and disposed of safely, or made safe and left in place. If they are to remain in the ground, they should require no future maintenance.

11) When taking tanks, compartments or pipework out of use temporarily, the method you select should take account of the condition of the equipment, the length of time it is likely to be out of use, and why. Depending on the method chosen, you will need to know what maintenance may be required in the interim. For example, when tanks or compartments are temporarily filled with water, the water level can drop to leave a flammable sludge or vapour. You will need to make frequent and regular checks to ensure that the water level is not falling, and, where necessary, arrange for petrol to be removed from the surface of the water.

12) Tanks, compartments and pipework that are taken out of use for a very short time but still contain petrol, such as during a temporary surplus of resources, should remain subject to the same operational procedures and maintenance regime as other similar equipment still in use on the site. Tanks taken out of active use temporarily but still holding a quantity of residual petrol will remain subject to the licensing regime.

13) Under the provisions of Section 73 of the Public Health Act 1961 (Section 94 of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 in Scotland), site operators have a legal obligation to take all practical steps to prevent danger from the storage tank.

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION

14) The supply to equipment taken out of use should be isolated by someone competent to carry out such work. If the site is being vacated, this should be the electricity supply company.

Other equipment

15) Work to take dispensers, the interceptor and/or the effluent treatment system and drainage systems, and manhole chambers out of use should be carried out safely, and the equipment left in a safe condition. For example, after dispensers have been made safe, they can be removed from the site or left in place, provided they have sufficient protection from vandalism, such as by enclosure in a sturdy encasement.

Conversion to other products

16) Work carried out to convert petrol equipment to other products, such as diesel and heating fuels, should take account of the effects of cross-contamination of the
new substance with petrol. Other precautions, such as re-labelling the fill points and posting warning notices, may also be necessary. The EI’s Code of practice for a product identification system for petroleum products give further advice on the marking of pipework.

Record keeping

17) You should keep records to show how equipment has been taken out of use and made safe. Where appropriate, the equipment itself should be clearly marked to show that it is no longer in service. The location of abandoned underground tanks or pipework should be recorded and brought to the attention of anyone who subsequently becomes responsible for the site.
ANNEX A

CCTV SURVEILLANCE

The following is an edited extract of the CCTV Code of Practice (Data Protection Act 1998) published by the Information Commissioner’s Office [AG].

Site operators must let people know that they are in an area where CCTV surveillance is being carried out. The most effective way of doing this is by using prominently placed signs at the entrance to the CCTV zone and reinforcing this with further signs inside the area.

Clear and prominent signs are particularly important where the cameras themselves are very discreet, or in locations where people might not expect to be under surveillance. As a general rule, signs should be more prominent and frequent where it would otherwise be less obvious to people that they are on CCTV. In the exceptional circumstance that audio recording is being used, this should be stated explicitly and prominently.

Signs should:
- be clearly visible and readable;
- contain details of the organisation operating the system, the purpose for using CCTV;
- who to contact about the scheme (where these things are not obvious to those being monitored), and
- be an appropriate size depending on context, for example, whether they are viewed by pedestrians or car drivers.

Signs do not need to say who is operating the system if this is obvious. If CCTV is installed within a shop, for example, it will be obvious that the shop is responsible. All staff should know what to do or who to contact if a member of the public makes an enquiry about the CCTV system.

Systems in public spaces and shopping centres should have signs giving the name and the contact details of the company, organisation or authority responsible. An example sign for a filling station is given below.

Images are being monitored and recorded for the purposes of fire and public safety. This scheme is controlled by ACME Filling Stations Ltd. For more information, call 01234 567890.
APPENDIX 1
STATISTICAL INVENTORY RECONCILIATION

WETSTOCK CONTROL FOR PETROL FILLING STATIONS

1) Many petrol filling station operators rely on a manual petrol stock reconciliation system to detect leaks from the storage tanks and pipework. The basic idea is that by finding how much petrol has come out of a tank through the dispensers (by checking the totaliser readings, for example) and taking into account how much has been put into the tank, you can calculate how much should be left in the tank. If you then measure how much petrol actually is in the tank you know if there has been a loss or gain that could indicate a leak.

2) This method of leak detection relies on consistent measurements of the tank contents, the accuracy of the measurements, and knowledge of the pattern of apparent losses and gains for your site.

3) A lot of sites still use dipsticks or pump-up (hydrostatic) gauges to measure the contents of tanks. Pump-up gauges and dipsticks can only be read to a certain accuracy, not usually better than 50 to 100 litres either way. The readings are still useful because over a period of time they can be analysed and in some cases very small leaks can be detected by using special methods. Even without specialist analysis the readings can be sufficient to detect leaks before a lot of petrol has been lost.

4) Stock losses are to be expected due to evaporation, shrinkage and the displacement of vapour during the road tanker unloading process. Typically, an average stock loss of some 0.2 % to 0.3 % can be expected. However, at some sites average stock losses can be as high as 0.5 % or 0.6 %. Although most sites tend to experience stock losses, occasional stock gains can occur.

NOTES:

a) If a vapour recovery system has been fitted then dipsticks and pump up gauges can become unreliable (as they are affected by positive and negative pressures that can be present in the tank(s)) and it can be practically impossible to detect leaks. You should seek advice from your PEA Inspector regarding the fitting of a pressure relief device if you are experiencing problems with stock measurements.

b) For the purposes of detecting a leak, it is essential that the quantities of petrol delivered, stored and dispensed are accurately monitored and recorded on a daily basis.

SAMPLE STOCK RECONCILIATION FORM

5) Stock reconciliation entails using very simple arithmetic, but recording the information in a clear and useful way can be difficult. There are some good commercial computer programmes to help you, but you really only need a calculator to do the calculations.

The form in Table 7 allows you to record all the details of your reconciliation for a petrol tank. In some cases, where a tank feeds more than one pump, you will need to work out the sales from the tank by adding up the totals for all the dispensers fed by the tank.
USING THE FORM

Columns A and D

6) If your site is not open 24 hours a day then you should try to take your ‘opening stock’ measurement before the site opens (or after you close in the evening). This will go into column A of the form. Your closing (dipped) stock one day should match your opening stock the next day. The closing (dipped) stock should go into column E. For 24-hour sites the same stock measurement should be used.

7) If you operate a 24-hour site, taking the readings at roughly the same time of day will make it easier to get into a routine so that you don’t miss any readings, and may help eliminate some variations.

Column B

8) Record deliveries into the tank in this column.

Column C

9) The total sales from each tank will go into column C. You need to add together the sales for each pump fed by the tank.

Note: Petrol removed from the tank for reasons other than sales must be included in the daily reconciliation. For example, if 50 litres is drawn from a pump to check the accuracy of the meter, the quantity will be automatically recorded on the (pump) totaliser as a sale. This quantity (50 litres) must then be recorded in column B when the petrol is returned to the tank.

Column D

10) In this column enter the amount of (book stock) petrol that should be in the tank, calculated according to:
   a) Amount in at start of day + amount delivered – amount sold
   (This can be expressed as $D = A + B – C$ where a letter stands for the number written in that column.)

11) The closing (dipped) stock, in column E, is what is actually left in the tank when you measure the contents. If there is less than you expect (i.e., less than the quantity you have written in column D) then there is an apparent loss. To find the loss or gain (referred to as the variance) calculate: dipped stock – book stock = variance. (This can be expressed as $E – D$ where a letter stands for the number written in that column). This figure goes into column F.

Remember that occasionally there may be a stock increase that will result in the dipped stock being a larger figure than the book stock. An example of adding an increase to a loss is given in paragraph 15.

Columns G, H and I (cumulative figures)

12) The daily loss can be useful to know but it does not show you the way stock variations change over time. A large loss one day can be followed by several days where smaller gains show up and even out the variations.

13) To get round this you can use the totals for each period, adding the figures day by day and using these to find the percentage variation. The figure of greatest interest
is the cumulative loss as a percentage of sales, which gives an evened out picture of
the normal losses and gains for a site.

14) The cumulative variance (G) is calculated by adding the day’s variance (F) onto the
previous day’s cumulative variance (G). Care is needed during this step of the record
keeping as you may be adding a day’s gain to a cumulative loss. For example, +20
litres added to -250 litres is -230 litres.

15) The cumulative sales (H) are calculated by adding the day’s sales onto the previous
day’s cumulative sales.

16) The percentage cumulative loss (or gain) is based on the cumulative sales (H) and is
easily calculated by using the formula; \( G \div H \times 100 = \% \)

17) An example of the calculations over a five-day period is shown on the form in table 7.

Conclusion

18) It is important to note that there are more sophisticated ways to examine the stock
figures that have the advantage of detecting quite small leaks. The appropriate level
of leak detection/prevention for your site should be determined by a risk assessment,
which you are obliged to carry out as a duty under the DSEAR\(^1\). However if, as a
minimum, you carry out your stock reconciliation using a system similar to the one
described here you should be able to detect unusual losses and the figures you have
collected will be there for more detailed analysis if required.

19) Section 11 of the Blue Book\(^2\) describes the various systems of leak detection available
Table 7: Example of wetstock reconciliation

**NAME OF SITE:** High Street Filling Station, Anytown

**TANK NUMBER:** 3  
**GRADE:** ULG  
**CAPACITY:** 22,700 litres

**PUMP NUMBERS:** 1 and 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Opening Stock</th>
<th>Delivery</th>
<th>Sales</th>
<th>Book Stock (A + B - C)</th>
<th>Closing (Dipped) Stock</th>
<th>Variance Loss/Gain (E - D)</th>
<th>Variance Loss/Gain</th>
<th>Sales</th>
<th>% G÷Hx100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1-Jan-13</td>
<td>20 000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 500</td>
<td>17 500</td>
<td>17 495</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>2 500</td>
<td>0,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2-Jan-13</td>
<td>17 495</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 300</td>
<td>14 195</td>
<td>14 186</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>5 800</td>
<td>0,240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3-Jan-13</td>
<td>14 186</td>
<td>5 000</td>
<td>2 000</td>
<td>17 186</td>
<td>17 160</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>7 800</td>
<td>0,510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4-Jan-13</td>
<td>17 160</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 500</td>
<td>13 660</td>
<td>13 665</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td>11 300</td>
<td>0,310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5-Jan-13</td>
<td>13 665</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 400</td>
<td>11 265</td>
<td>11 260</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>13 700</td>
<td>0,290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6-Jan-13</td>
<td>11 260</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7-Jan-13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and a methodology to assess the most appropriate class of system for a particular site.

The figures in columns E, G, H & I are carried forward to the next weekly or monthly period.
APPENDIX 2
TRAINING

Table 8 gives examples of the training needs of people working at petrol stations. The list is not exhaustive and some elements may not always be appropriate. Similarly, additional or more specific training may be necessary to meet the needs of staff with key responsibilities and to deal with the circumstances at individual petrol stations.

Table 8: Examples of training needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity/area</th>
<th>Training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Control of ignition sources    | − The hazards and characteristics of petrol  
− Hazardous zones  
− Procedures to identify and report potential ignition sources and other fire and explosion hazards  
− Instruction/information signs |
| General forecourt safety       | − Procedure for opening and closing the site  
− Site security arrangements  
− Special arrangements for other permanent or temporary activities or other people on site  
− Procedures for managing contractors  
− Reporting procedures for damage to the site or equipment  
− Procedures for dealing with minor leaks and spills  
− Procedures for dealing with customers splashed with petrol  
− Maintenance and safe housekeeping procedures  
− Company safety policy |
| Emergency procedures          | − Types of emergencies  
− Isolation/shutdown procedures  
− Individual responsibilities  
− Arrangements for contacting the emergency services  
− Evacuating the site  
− Location and use of fire-fighting equipment  
− First aid  
− Clean-up procedures |
| Vapour recovery process       | − Basic principles of vapour balancing related to the type of system installed  
− Safety precautions to be followed before, during and after a delivery.  
− Restrictions on measuring the contents of tanks where dipsticks are used  
− Restrictions for split compartment deliveries  
− Reasons for and correct sequence for connecting/disconnecting the vapour recovery hose  
− Signs and symptoms of vapour leaks  
− Reporting/recording procedures for instances of vapour lock, vapour leak, equipment failure or slow deliveries  
− Precautions to be taken should the system become over-pressurised |
### Table 8: Examples of training needs (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity/area</th>
<th>Training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unloading procedures</td>
<td>− Site procedures in preparation for and during unloading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Arrangements for tanker access and parking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Identification of fill points, tanks and vent pipes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Dipping/ullage checks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Gauge/monitor readings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Documentation procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Arrangements for driver unassisted and driver assisted deliveries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Overfill prevention devices and alarm systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− The vapour recovery system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrol storage</td>
<td>− Methods of wetstock reconciliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Operation of monitoring equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Operation of leak detection equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Loss reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Maintenance procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation of dispensing equipment (attendant operated)</td>
<td>− Fuel grades and types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Safe dispensing procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Correct use of dispensing equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Safe use of portable petrol containers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Recognising and reporting equipment faults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Emergency procedures during dispensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Injury/incident reporting procedures for employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation of dispensing equipment (attended self-service)</td>
<td>− Procedures for activating and controlling dispensers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Fuel grades and types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Safe dispensing procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Use of public information/communication system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Safe use of portable petrol containers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Dealing with customers’ enquiries on safety matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Emergency procedures during dispensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>− Injury/incident reporting procedures for members of the public</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## APPENDIX 3
### SUGGESTED VISUAL INSPECTION PROGRAMME

Table 9: Visual inspection programme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observation well</td>
<td>Inspect for presence of petrol or vapours</td>
<td>Investigate the possibility of a leaking tank or pipework or spillage during offloading. Inform PEA Inspector if necessary. Make arrangements for removal of petrol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underground storage tank access chambers (including those without fill points)</td>
<td>Inspect for presence of petrol</td>
<td>Investigate source of petrol. Check for leaking pipework or spillages. Make arrangements for removal of petrol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inspect for presence of excessive quantity of water</td>
<td>Remove water. If necessary, carry out remedial work to prevent further water ingress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inspect for accumulation of debris/rubbish</td>
<td>Remove and take necessary action to prevent reoccurrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inspect condition of fill point labels and warning notices</td>
<td>Replace missing, damaged or illegible labels/notices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inspect general construction of chamber, cover, frame, safety platform and liner where applicable</td>
<td>Make arrangements for repair/replacement as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inspect dipstick for damage or serious deformation</td>
<td>Repair, replace or recalibrate as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inspect the condition of exposed pipework for leaking joints, signs of corrosion or damage</td>
<td>Make arrangements with a competent person for repairs as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inspect the effectiveness of fill point security including off-set fill 'T' piece access plug where appropriate</td>
<td>Secure fill point. Lubricate and/or replace defective padlocks. Make arrangements for a competent person to replace or tighten the 'T' piece plug</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 9: Visual inspection programme (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Above ground storage tanks</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspect the bunding system for the presence of surface water</td>
<td>Open stock valve or siphon/pump out as appropriate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspect the bund for accumulations of debris/rubbish</td>
<td>Remove and take necessary action to prevent reoccurrence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspect the tank for signs of damage, corrosion etc</td>
<td>Treat any areas of incipient corrosion and re-apply protective coating. In case of severe corrosion or evidence of damage, make arrangements for a competent person to carry out a thorough examination and repairs as necessary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspect the condition of fill point labels and warning notices</td>
<td>Replace missing, damaged or illegible labels/notices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspect the general construction of the bund walls</td>
<td>Make arrangements for repairs as necessary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipework access chambers</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspect the condition of the valves/joints for signs of leaks, corrosion or damage</td>
<td>Make arrangements with a competent person for repairs as appropriate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspect the condition of instruction/Warning labels</td>
<td>Replace missing, damaged or illegible labels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspect for accumulation of debris/rubbish</td>
<td>Remove and take necessary action to prevent reoccurrence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vapour recovery system</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspect the condition of: the p/v valve (or orifice plate and pressure valve); the self-sealing poppet valve; warning notices</td>
<td>Make arrangements with a competent person for repairs/replacement as necessary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there is a vapour recovery hose kept on site check: the condition of the spigot for evidence of damage or deformation; the general condition of the hose; electrical continuity</td>
<td>Make arrangements with a competent person for repairs/replacement as necessary and periodic electrical continuity testing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 9: Visual inspection programme (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vent pipe (above ground level)</td>
<td>Check pipe for stability/corrosion/damage (pay special attention to signs of corrosion at ground level)</td>
<td>Make arrangements with a competent person for repairs/replacement as necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inspect the condition of the flame trap outlet</td>
<td>Make arrangements with a competent person for repairs/replacement as necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumps/dispensers</td>
<td>Remove pump panel(s) and check for signs of leaks, general condition of electrics (signs of overheating, etc.) and the integrity of the cavity infill/seal</td>
<td>Make arrangements with a competent person for repairs/repair or replacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispenser hoses</td>
<td>Check condition of dispensing hose and nozzle for:</td>
<td>Make arrangements with a competent person for a thorough inspection, repair or replacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cracks in the hose cover such that the reinforcement is clearly visible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leakage from the hose assembly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abrasion of cover revealing the reinforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Movement of the hose from the end fitting. (A colour change near fitting may be an indicator.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swelling or blistering of the cover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazardous areas</td>
<td>Check the hazardous areas associated with the underground storage tank fill point, vent pipe, vapour balance pipe and dispenser for sources of ignition and fire hazards</td>
<td>Remove/isolate as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable ducts</td>
<td>Inspect access chambers and the entry point in the building to ensure that the seals have not been damaged or removed</td>
<td>Make arrangements with a competent person for the seals to be replaced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drainage gullies and forecourt surface</td>
<td>Check for blocked drains (this may need to be more frequent in the Autumn when leaves fall from trees) and signs of deterioration to the forecourt surface</td>
<td>Clean out drains and make arrangements for repairs as necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interceptor</td>
<td>Inspect all chambers for the presence of petrol/oil and build-up of grit and debris</td>
<td>Make arrangements with specialist contractor for cleaning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Table 9: Visual inspection programme (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constructed wetland</strong></td>
<td>Check to ensure the reeds are thriving And the bed is free from debris. Check any valves to ensure they are working. Inspect any retaining vault for the presence of hydrocarbons or effluent</td>
<td>If unsure, make arrangements for the designer/installer to examine the reed bed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artificial illumination</strong></td>
<td>Check all forecourt and tanker standing hazardous area lighting systems</td>
<td>Replace defective bulbs/ tubes and repair as necessary. Note: repairs to light fittings within or above hazardous areas may only be carried out by a competent electrical contractor as defined by Regulation 16 of the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989.[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item</strong></td>
<td><strong>Scope</strong></td>
<td><strong>Actions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire-fighting equipment</td>
<td>Check that none of the extinguishers are missing, all are fully charged and there are no signs of damage. Check the sand bucket(s) is full of dry sand with the applicator intact</td>
<td>Make arrangements for recharging/replacement as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housekeeping</td>
<td>Check for accumulations of combustible refuse and general tidiness of site</td>
<td>Remove refuse to a safe place. Empty forecourt bins used by the public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency equipment</td>
<td>Check that all emergency switches and the loudspeaker system and telephone (where applicable) are functioning correctly</td>
<td>Make arrangements with a competent person to repair as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warning/advice notices</td>
<td>Check that none are missing, damaged or illegible</td>
<td>Replace and clean as necessary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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### APPENDIX 5
### GLOSSARY OF TERMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>European Agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADR certificate</td>
<td>The drivers of all vehicles (including those with a gross vehicle weight of 3.5 tonnes or less) carrying dangerous goods must have an ADR training certificate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approved Code of Practice (ACoP)</td>
<td>Is a code of practice approved by the Health and Safety Commission, with the consent of the Secretary of State. ACoPs give practical advice on how to comply with the law. If an employer (site operator) follows the advice he will be doing enough to comply with the law in respect of the matters specified on which the ACoP gives advice. An employer may use alternative methods to those set out in the ACoP in order to comply with the law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACoPs</td>
<td>Have a special legal status. If an employer is prosecuted for breaches of health and safety law, and it is proved that he did not follow the relevant provisions of the ACoP, he will need to show that he has complied with the law in some other way or a court will find him at fault.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attendant operated</td>
<td>A petrol station where an attendant directly operates and controls the dispensing equipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attended self-service</td>
<td>A petrol station where customers operate the dispensing equipment, which is activated, supervised and may be shut off in an emergency by an attendant in a control point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>automatic stock reconciliation</td>
<td>A system of leak detection for tanks and pipework. A tank gauging system is linked to dispensers and automatically reconciles the amount of product dispensed to the amount delivered, thereby providing a reliable indication of any leakage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breakaway coupling</td>
<td>A coupling designed to separate without damaging the dispenser or allowing excessive fuel spillage if a vehicle drives away with the nozzle still inserted in the filler neck. The type and location of the coupling depends on the type of refuelling nozzle and the hoses being used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bund</td>
<td>An enclosed permanent wall system or other temporary measure to retain spilt liquid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>child</td>
<td>means a person who is not over compulsory school age, construed in accordance with section 8 of the Education Act 1996.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>check valve</td>
<td>A type of non-return valve used in suction lines, which prevents petrol falling back from the line into the tank and so keeps the system primed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
commissioning The process of bringing a petrol station and equipment into use. This may include testing of equipment and preparing operation instructions, carrying out initial training, etc.

competent person A person with enough practical and theoretical knowledge, training and actual experience to carry out a particular task safely and effectively. The person should have the necessary ability in the particular operation of the type of plant and equipment with which they are concerned, an understanding of the relevant statutory requirements and an appreciation of the hazards involved. They should also be able to recognise the need for specialist advice or assistance when necessary, and to assess the importance of the results of examinations and tests in the light of their purpose. A person can be taken to mean more than one, or a body corporate or incorporate. It is therefore possible to appoint appropriate organisations (e.g. insurance companies or inspection bodies) to carry out tasks designed for competent persons.

control point A position in a kiosk or other building at an attended self-service station from which an attendant can adequately view and supervise dispensing activities, activate the equipment and shut it off in an emergency.

constructed wetland (reed beds) An environmental alternative to oil separators. Bacteria living in the soil around the roots of the reeds break down any hydrocarbon products contained in the surface water drainage system directed to the wetland.

controlled waters: Include all watercourses, lakes, coastal waters and water contained in underground strata (groundwater).

dipping Checking the liquid level of product in a tank with a dipstick.

dispenser (metering pump) A measuring system designed to draw fuel from a supply tank and dispense it into fuel tanks or suitable containers.

dispensing premises A workplace (non-retail or retail) for the dispensing of petrol, it does not include a road tanker or similar vehicle.

double skin tank/pipe (also double wall) A storage tank or pipework system, which is essentially a tank within a tank or pipe within a pipe, with a small space (the interstice) between the two.

drainage system A system, normally below ground, for carrying foul and surface water to a disposal point.

Energy Institute https://www.energyinst.org

electrical installation All electrical/electronic equipment and telecommunications equipment located within the boundary of the site. All electrical equipment in hazardous areas must be constructed to a suitable explosion protection standard and can be certified as such by a certification body.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Environment Agency</strong></th>
<th><a href="https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/environment-agency">https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/environment-agency</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>fill point</strong></td>
<td>The inlet through which a storage tank is filled from a road tanker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>fire wall</strong></td>
<td>A wall of fire-resisting construction e.g. brick or concrete block which separates fill points from the rest of the site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>flame arrester</strong></td>
<td>A device typically fitted to the opening(s) of petrol tank vent pipes, which prevents flames from entering or spreading in the pipework system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>gauge</strong></td>
<td>A device for measuring the level of liquid in a tank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>hazard</strong></td>
<td>Anything that can cause harm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>hazardous area</strong></td>
<td>An area where flammable or explosive gas or vapour-air mixtures (also known as explosive gas-air mixtures) are, or may be expected to be, present in quantities which require special precautions to be taken against the risk of ignition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>hazard zone</strong></td>
<td>The classified part of a hazardous area representing the degree of likelihood of flammable or explosive gas-air mixtures being present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health and Safety Executive</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://www.hse.gov.uk">https://www.hse.gov.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HSE publications</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://www.hsebooks.co.uk">https://www.hsebooks.co.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>hydraulic pressure testing</strong></td>
<td>A pressure testing method using only a liquid (usually water) as the pressurising medium. Hydraulic testing used as a leak detection technique minimises the explosive energy that could be released following a failure of tanks or pipework under test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>hydrostatic pressure testing</strong></td>
<td>The testing of a vessel by means of a pneumatic test in which the explosive energy, which would be released if the vessel failed, is reduced by almost filling the vessel with water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>interceptor</strong></td>
<td>(also known as an oil separator): A device installed in a surface water drainage system to separate out any petrol to prevent it reaching public drains, sewers or water courses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>interstice</strong></td>
<td>The space between the inner and outer skins of a double skin tank or pipe, into which monitoring equipment can be fitted to continually monitor for leaks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Keeper</strong></td>
<td>The term applied in the Petroleum (Consolidation) Regulations 2014 for the person who keeps petrol in compliance with regulation 5 and who has notification duties under regulations 8, 9 and 10. For a typical petrol filling station this will be the site operator/employer with duties under the Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
leak alarm  A device which is capable of triggering an audible and/or visual alarm if a leak is detected.

leak detection system  An automated system for detecting product leaks from tanks and pipework.

limiting devices  Fitted to dispensing facilities at unattended sites to prevent the continuous operation of any dispenser. They may operate on a timing, volume or cash limit.

material change  A change to any specified matter, which was part of the application for consent, or anything concerning the construction or design of the site, which is capable of materially affecting safety at the site.

maximum working capacity  The safe working capacity of a storage tank, defined as 97% of the total capacity.

monitoring system  An automatic system used in double skin tanks and pipework for detecting failure of the containment walls.

Natural Resources Wales  https://naturalresourceswales.gov.uk/splash?orig=/


nozzle  A device for controlling the flow of fuel during dispensing.

observation well  A slotted or screened tube or pipe positioned vertically in the ground around an underground storage installation that permits an operator to check conditions in the excavation to determine whether there may be a leak in the installation.

orifice plate  A plate or component with an engineered central opening used to control the flow rate of vapour out of the petrol tank ventilation pipe with a maximum size of orifice not exceeding 10 mm diameter/78.5 mm². The plate is fitted in an appropriate accessible position in the final leg of the storage tank ventilation pipe before release to atmosphere. A pressure relief valve set at +35 mbar is fitted on a parallel vent leg, by-passing the orifice plate, in order to allow the safe release of vapour pressure in the event of any blockages in the vapour return during a road tanker delivery.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>orifice plate continued...</td>
<td>At low vapour/air flow rates during normal breathing and when fuel is drawn from the tank, the orifice plate allows for normal air/vapour movement in and out so as to allow the storage tank to be maintained at atmospheric pressure. During a delivery of petrol into the storage tank the orifice plate restricts the amount of vapour which can exit through the vent thereby creating a preferential vapour flow path to the connected road tanker. A 10 mm orifice plate when associated with standard 75 mm vapour return line, poppet valve and other standard fittings to the road tanker ensures losses to atmosphere during deliveries are maintained below 0.01 % w/w as required by the Stage 1b vapour recovery controls in the Pollution Prevention and Control Regulations. An orifice plate should be inspected as part of the normal testing and maintenance requirements set out in the PP&amp;C Regulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overfill prevention device</td>
<td>A device or system designed to automatically shut off and prevent a delivery of fuel overfilling a tank (or compartment of a tank) beyond its maximum working capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PELG-PETELs</td>
<td>Local authority circulars issued by the Petroleum Enforcement Liaison Group, through the EI, to advise petroleum licensing authorities on enforcement matters. PELG-PETELs on other local authority enforcement subjects that are designated as ‘open’ are available to petrol filling station operators and other interested parties to read/download from the EI’s website: <a href="https://www.energyinst.org/PELG">https://www.energyinst.org/PELG</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>petrol or petroleum-spirit</td>
<td>Means petroleum which, when tested in accordance with Part A.9. of the Annex to the European Commission Directive 92/69, has a flash point (as defined in that Part) of less than 21 °C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum Enforcement Authority</td>
<td>The Authority responsible for enforcing the Petroleum (Consolidation) Regulations 2014 and the Dangerous Substances &amp; Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002 (DSEAR) insofar DSEAR applies to dangerous substances dispensed into the fuel tanks of motor vehicles at workplace dispensing premises (petrol filling stations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum Inspector</td>
<td>A person acting on behalf of the Petroleum Enforcing Authority who is empowered to enforce the Petroleum (Consolidation) Regulations 2014 and the Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>petroleum filling station (retail)</td>
<td>Means premises used, or intended for use, for dispensing petroleum-spirit to the public for use in motor vehicles, ships or aircraft by ways of sale.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
petroleum filling station (non-retail)  Means premises used, or intended for use, for dispensing petroleum-spirit for use in motor vehicles, ships or aircraft, but it does not include any retail petroleum filling station.

petrol vapour  Gaseous material released from petrol by evaporation.

pipework  All pipes, lines and fittings designed to carry petrol and petrol vapour.

poppet valve  A mushroom shaped valve, located in the vapour balance pipe connection adaptor, that is lifted from its seating by the spigot located in the coupling of the vapour balance hose.

portable petrol container  Under regulation 19 (Schedule 3) of the Petroleum (Consolidation) Regulations 2014, for a portable petrol container to meet the 'suitable' requirement in the dispensing prohibitions of regulation 12, it must:

(a)  have a nominal capacity
  (i)  no greater than 10 litres if made of plastic; and
  (ii)  no greater than 20 litres if made of metal;
(b)  have a total capacity between 10 % and 15 % more than the nominal capacity;
(c)  be made of either metal or plastic that is suitable and safe for the purpose and will not significantly degrade due to exposure to petrol or naturally occurring ultra-violet radiation;
(d)  be designed and constructed so that
  (i)  it is reasonably robust and not liable to break under the normal conditions of use;
  (ii)  the escape if liquid or vapour is prevented;
  (iii)  petrol can be poured safely from it; and
  (iv)  it is not unsteady when placed on a flat surface;
(e)  be marked or labelled in a legible and indelible form with
  (i)  the words 'PETROL' and 'HIGHLY FLAMMABLE';
  (ii)  an appropriate hazard warning sign;
  (iii)  the nominal capacity in litres; and
  (iv)  the manufacturer's name and date and month of manufacture.
**prescribed material change**
Under Regulation 8 (Schedule 1), prescribed material changes to dispensing premises are the:
- cessation of use of one or more petrol storage tanks;
- removal or permanent decommissioning of one or more petrol storage tanks;
- installation of any tank, pipework or vapour pipework associated with the storage and dispensing of petrol; and
- installation of any petrol pump, any other automotive pump, or dispenser in a new location.

**pressurised system**
A system in which petrol is pumped under pressure from the storage tank to the dispenser.

**principal contractor**
The firm or individual under the provisions of the *Construction (Design and Management) Regulations* 1994 who has a duty to take account of health and safety issues when preparing and presenting tenders or similar documents for construction work. He also has a duty to develop the health and safety plan for the site and to co-ordinate the activities of all contractors to ensure they comply with health and safety legislation. Principal contractors also have duties to check on the provision of information and training for employees and for consulting with employees, and the self-employed on health and safety.

**radio-frequency (r.f.) transmitters**
Electromagnetic waves produced by radio-frequency transmitters (e.g. mobile telephone masts and the emergency services radios) will induce electrical currents in any conducting structure on which they impinge. The magnitude of the induced current depends on the shape and size of the structure relative to the wavelength of the transmitting signal and on the strength of the electromagnetic field. When parts of the structure normally in contact are caused to break or separate momentarily, a spark may occur if the induced voltage and current at the break are sufficiently large. If this happens in a place where a flammable atmosphere is present, the spark may have sufficient energy to cause ignition.

British Standard BS 6656: 1991 *Prevention of inadvertent ignition of flammable atmospheres by radio-frequency radiation* details a methodology for the assessment and elimination of r.f. induced ignition. Such an assessment should be carried out before fixed radio transmitters are installed at petrol filling stations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reasonably practicable</td>
<td>The degree of risk in a particular job or workplace, balanced against the time, trouble, cost and physical difficulty of taking measures to avoid or reduce the risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relevant environment agency</td>
<td>Means the Environment Agency in England, Natural Resources Wales, the Northern Ireland Environment Agency or the Scottish Environmental Protection Agency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risk</td>
<td>The chance that someone will be harmed by a hazard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risk assessment</td>
<td>A careful examination of what could cause harm to people so that an evaluation can be made as to whether enough precautions have been taken to prevent harm, or whether more should be done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scottish Environment Protection Agency</td>
<td><a href="https://www.sepa.org.uk">https://www.sepa.org.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary containment</td>
<td>An additional protection of the primary system of storage tanks or pipework e.g. double skin tanks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spigot</td>
<td>see poppet valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stage 1b vapour recovery system</td>
<td>A system designed to capture vapour displaced from inside the storage tank during petrol deliveries. The system prevents vapour from escaping into the air, and returns it to the road tanker via a vapour tight connection line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stage 2 vapour recovery system</td>
<td>A system designed to capture the vapour displaced from inside the vehicle fuel tank during petrol deliveries. The system involves special adaptation to the installation to return the vapour to the underground storage tank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suction system</td>
<td>A system where petrol is pumped from the storage tank to a dispenser by a pump fitted at the dispenser.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thermite reaction</td>
<td>A thermite spark, or thermite reaction, occurs when there is an impact between a light metal, or an alloy of that metal (e.g. an aluminium hose coupling used for road tanker deliveries), and rust on the surface of steel, or when some aluminium is smeared on a rusty steel object and that object impacts a hard surface, e.g. a concrete kerbstone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKLPG</td>
<td><a href="https://www.uklpg.org">https://www.uklpg.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ullage</td>
<td>The difference between the maximum working capacity of a storage tank and the quantity of petrol in it at any given time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unattended self-service</td>
<td>A petrol station where dispensing equipment is activated and operated by customers without the supervision of an attendant. The term 'unattended self service' is used at those sites that alternatively operate as 'attended self service' during normal working hours.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**unmanned petrol filling station**

A petrol station where dispensing equipment is activated and operated by customers without the supervision of an attendant. Unmanned petrol filling stations will normally have no attended self service facilities.

**vapour lock**

Vapour lock is a phenomenon that can occur during a road tanker delivery and is identified by a stoppage in the flow of product before the road tanker’s compartment is fully discharged. There are two possible causes of vapour lock:

i) Where there is an insufficient head of product in the road tanker compartment to force the air/vapour mixture in the delivery hose and fill pipe through the residual product in the storage tank. This cause of vapour lock can affect both atmospheric (free venting) and vapour balanced deliveries.

ii) Where there is a back flow of vapour into the delivery hose from a leak in the storage tank’s internal fill pipe. This cause will only arise during vapour-balanced deliveries.

**verification**

is the confirmation that all the measures (including fixed equipment/plant and operational/emergency procedures) to prevent the ignition of flammable vapours in the designated hazardous places are suitable and adequate. The verification process can be carried out by a competent person or organization.

**wetstock**

The amount of petrol stored in a tank at any given time.

**westock reconciliation**

Systems for checking and keeping records of the petrol stored and dispensed, and comparing the two to identify any discrepancies, which might indicate a leak.

**wet test**

is a close visual inspection, using tissue paper, to ascertain the sealing of certain pipework joints and fittings on the storage tank lid and in the dispenser housing that cannot be pneumatically or hydraulically leak tested at the commissioning stage or when modifications or repairs have been carried out.

**young person**

means any person who has not attained the age of 18
## APPENDIX 6
### GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>Accord Européen relatif au transport international des marchandises dangereuses par route</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACoP</td>
<td>approved code of practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APEA</td>
<td>Association of Petroleum and Explosives Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>British Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>citizens band (radio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDGR</td>
<td>Carriage of Dangerous Goods and Use of Transportable Pressure Equipment Regulations 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDM</td>
<td>Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSEAR</td>
<td>Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>Environment Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRSNIO</td>
<td>Fire and Rescue Services (Northern Ireland) Order 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSA</td>
<td>Fire (Scotland) Act 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRP</td>
<td>glass reinforced plastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSE</td>
<td>Health and Safety Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWA</td>
<td>Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG</td>
<td>liquefied natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPG</td>
<td>liquefied petroleum gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHSWR</td>
<td>Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRW</td>
<td>Natural Resources Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPD</td>
<td>overfill prevention device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR 2014</td>
<td>Petroleum (Consolidation) Regulations 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PELG</td>
<td>Petroleum Enforcement Liaison Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEA</td>
<td>Petroleum Enforcement Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMC</td>
<td>prescribed material change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSC</td>
<td>petroleum storage certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rf</td>
<td>radio frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDDOR</td>
<td>Reporting of Injuries, Disease and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRO</td>
<td>Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIR</td>
<td>statistical inventory reconciliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS</td>
<td>safety method statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFD</td>
<td>Water Framework Directive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 7
AMENDMENTS
(With effect from October 2018)

October 2018
– Change of host of publication from the Chief Fire Officers’ Association to the EI.
– Update of references.
– 8.5 Dispensing control measures has been reviewed and reformatted with changes to reference numbering.
– 8.5 amendments have been made to reflect the **new categories of unmanned operation**, appropriate control measures and physical response to incidents.
– 8.5.5.5 Guidance on customer owned **refillable LPG cylinders** added.
– 8.5.5.9 Guidance on **payment for fuel using mobile devices** added.

July 2013
– Change of host of publication from the Chief Fire Officers’ Association to the EI.
– Update of references.

October 2010
– Appendix 4 Examples of typical hazardous areas deleted as this information can be found in the Blue Book.
– Section 8.5 Dispensing control measures completely re-written.

### 2015
– Removed all references to the repealed *Petroleum (Consolidation) Act 1928* and to replace with references to the *Petroleum (Consolidation) Regulations 2014*.
– Updated references to other relevant legislation and associated guidance.